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Abstract of the Dissertation 

High-Level Timing and Power Analysis 

of Embedded Systems 

by 

Dinesh Ramanathan 

Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science 

University of California, Irvine, 2000 

Professor Rajesh Gupta, Chair 

Timing and power are two metrics that have become increasingly important 

to system level designers especially with the advent of the system-on-a-chip era. 

This dissertation combines the analyses of timing and power for system level de

signs and enables complex timing-power tradeoffs at the. system level itself. It 

allows system designers to identify subsystems that are timing critical and power 

critical. 

Timing plays an important role in the design of embedded real-time systems. 

Unfortunately, the process of designing a temporally correct system is a difficult 

one. The current practice is based on trial and error, guided by engineering experi

ence and therefore is rather ad-hoc. Moreover, the emphasis is usually on designing 

a functionally correct system first, leaving the temporal correctness to be checked 
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after the system's components are integrated. This usually results in expensive 

redesign iterations in order to satisfy temporal constraints. In this dissertation, 

we extend the generalized task graph model proposed for timing models at the 

system level to include a timing model of communication between nodes (tasks) of 

the task graph model. We also extend the timing analysis tool, RADHA-RATAN, 

to identify timing critical subsystems and generate a process timing model for the 

behavior of the system. This allows designers to simulate the tiID:ing behavior of 

the system with a minimal description of the system's functionality. 

Most of the previous work on system level power management are based on 

experimental observations and heuristics. In this dissertation, we propose tech

niques that enable the designer to identify power critical subsystems and develop 

effective power management strategies for them. These strategies are based on 

shutting down the system after a specific period of time. This dissertation shows 

that power management techniques for real-time embedded systems can be mod

eled as on-line problems and examines their efficiency using a formal technique 

called competitive analysis. We classify algorithms for power management as ei

ther adaptive or non-adaptive and analyze their effects on system latency and 

resources needed to implement them. The results of this dissertation can be used. 

to design effective power management strategies for embedded systems that trade

off system latency, resources and power dissipation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Embedded systems have widespread use in consumer, industry, commercial, 

and military applications. These systems are usually controlled by microcon

trollers. The pervasiveness of these systems can be estimated by the total number 

of microcontrollers shipped worldwide. According to the Worldwide Semiconductor 

Trade Statistics for 1999, the total number of worldwide minicontroller shipments is 

around 5.2 billion, corresponding to a total worldwide revenue of $26.5 billion. For 

example, the number of 8-bit microcontrollers reached 2. 7 billion in 1999. With the 

advent of networked, hand-held devices, this market is seeing tremendous growth 

rates. 

The pervasiveness of embedded systems can also be estimated by the number 

of such systems that we interact with everyday. These systems are part of our 

daily lives. They exist in systems like automobiles, toys, personal computers, and 

consumer electronic appliances like TVs, VCRs and ovens. 

1 
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1.1 Timing and Power in Embedded Systems 

An embedded system, the system, is a component of a larger system. In 

other words, it is embedded within another system. For example, a disk drive is 

embedded within a computer, a file server or a laptop computer. The other com

ponents of the larger system constitute the environment of the embedded system. 

The environment can contain human and non-human systems. A_n example of a 

human environment system would be the cruise control system of an automobile. 

The system often operates without human intervention, i.e., its environment 

is, to a large extent, non-human. The system is typically reactive and real-time in 

nature: 

• The system is reactive since it has to continually react to the stimuli coming 

from its environment. This implies that the response to an input stimuli is 

not only dependent on the stimulus but also on the state of the system. As 

a result, the system usually has memory. Non-memory systems are usually 

trivial and hence not discussed in this dissertation. 

• The system is real-time since it has to perform its interaction with .its en-. 

vironment under strict timing constraints. This interaction also causes the 

system to dissipate power in order to service the request. Controlling power 

dissipation is usually important for systems that depend on battery power. 

Examples of such systems are cellular phones, laptop computers and hand

held internet devices. 
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The interaction between the system and its environment is referred to as the 

system's external behavior and the timing constraints on that behavior are referred 

to as the system's external timing constraints. 

1.2 Design Process For Embedded Systems 

We are interested in the process used for the design of embedded systems. 

One of the contribution of this dissertation is an improved design process that 

allows the designer to tradeoff power and timing issues during the design of an 

embedded system. 

Let us look at a typical embedded system design process. The first two 

phases in the design of a typical embedded system are requirement specification 

and architectural design. The requirement specification phase describes what the 

system's external behavior must be, without describing how the system works 

internally. Since the system has many activities that occur in parallel, these activ

ities are considered concurrent. As a result, the requirement specification is usually 

expressed in the architectural design phase by means of a task graph, :which de

scribes a functional decomposition of the system into manageable components or 

tasks [Das99] that run concurrently. This ensures the maximum flexibility for the 

designers especially during the early phases of the design flow [GHS95, Gom93]. 

Typically, the two primary metrics specified for the architectural design phase 

are timing and power. There are many other requirements that include safety, 

reliability, but this dissertation focuses only on timing and power. Traditionally, 

timing has been an important metric, since embedded systems are real-time in 
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nature. As systems become portable, greater attention is being paid to power 

estimation and management techniques. Every embedded system must: 

• be functionally correct, 

• satisfy timing requirements, i.e., be temporally correct, and 

• satisfy power requirements. 

Unfortunately, the problem of designing a temporally correct· system is itself 

a difficult one, and the current approach to this problem is ad hoc - based on 

trial and error and guided by engineering experience [Gom93J. Besides, in today's 

design flow, most of the emphasis is laid on designing a functionally correct system. 

The temporal correctness of the system is usually checked after the components of 

the system are integrated and the functional correctness of the resulting system is 

ensured, even though it is well known that the majority of errors are discovered 

during temporal check [Gom93]. Detecting temporal pra'blems at the earliest phase, 

i.e., at the architectural phase, costs about 200 times less than at the register 

transfer level [Gom93]. Trying to meet the power requirements of the system after 

an architecture has been committed upon is an expensive proposition as well. An 

effective solution to this issue is to provide time budgets on the system's tasks very. 

early in the design flow such that if the system meets these time budgets it would 

be temporally correct. Further, an effective solution to meet the system's power 

requirements is to identify power critical tasks and design power management 

schemes for these tasks that control system wide power dissipation. 
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1.3 Related Work and Contributions 

The generalized task graph (GTG) model was introduced in [Das99). In a 

GTG, the nodes of the graph are tasks and edges (channels) are communications 

(or interactions) between the tasks. Along with the GTG model, [Das99] has also 

proposed a set of rate analysis algorithms called RADHA-RATAN, that generates 

time budgets on the nodes of the graph based on rates of nodes o~ the graph that 

represent inputs to the system. 

In this dissertation, we extend the generalized task graph model to abstractly 

model and analyze communications between tasks. We focus our attention on the 

notion of a token and the effects of token quantization on the rates obtained by 

RADHA-RATAN. Further, we show the need for a simulation model for the task 

graph in order to generate tighter bounds on the rates. We show the cases where the 

algorithms RADHA-RATAN can be pessimistic in their computation of the rates 

and these rates can be tightened by the use of simulation: we show how we can 

target the task graph representation to an event or cycle accurate simulator. The 

novelty of this simulation model is that is differentiates protocol from functionality. 

Further, this work combines the timing analysis performed on the GTG model 

with energy dissipation to generate a power model for the GTG. In this disserta

tion, we generate a power model for the G TG and propose power management 

schemes that manage power dissipation. Using the power model, we can identify 

tasks (nodes of the graph) that could use power management schemes. 

In order to generate the power model, we assume that each node can be in 

one of two operating states: servicing or off. In the servicing state, the node is 
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servicing requests from its predecessors. In the off state, the node is shut down and 

incurs some latency to return to the service state. In a more general scenario, the 

off state can be in one of several power minimizing states as well. In each successive 

power minimizing state, the node dissipates less power, but incurs a larger latency 

to return to the service state. The shutdown strategies for power critical task 

at this level of abstraction are essentially based on the following principle: after 

the node has been idle in a particular power minimizing state, move it to a lower 

power minimizing state and bring it to service state when needed. As a result, 

power management algorithms work as follows: they wait for the system to be idle 

for a specific period of time called the pre-shutdown idle time, and then shut down 

the system. 

Based on the choice of the pre-shutdown idle time, algorithms are classi

fied into non-adaptive (fixed pre-shutdown idle time) and adaptive (variable pre

shutdown idle time). Non-adaptive algorithms make no assumption about the 

times between requests. This makes the analysis of non-adaptive algorithms a 

worst case scenario. In this dissertation, we propose a non-adaptive algorithm and 

analytically prove its optimality. This algorithm is based on. an algorithm proposed 

to solve the well-known ski-rental problem. 

Adaptive algorithms, on the other hand, work on the assumption that the 

times between requests arise from some distribution. They try to use historical data 

about the times between requests to predict the actual distribution. We introduce 

competitive analysis as a technique for these on-line problems. In this dissertation, 

we use the analysis by Karlin et al. [RMLS94] of a related problem called the 

spin-block problem and apply it to the power management problem. Further, we 
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provide experimental results to back up the theoretical analysis. Our experimental 

results show that when we model service times, i.e. the amount of time that is 

required to service a request, in some cases non-adaptive algorithms perform better 

than adaptive algorithms. In this dissertation, we provide an explanation for these 

results as well. 

1.4 Outline of Dissertation 

In this dissertation, our goal is two-fold: to extend the task graph model 

for timing analysis as well as propose system level power management policies for 

embedded systems. The dissertation is organized as follows: 

• In Chapter 2, we present properties of embedded systems that we wish to 

model. We also present an overview of the generalized task graph model [Das99] 

and elaborate on the mapping of embedded system properties in this model. 

• One of the central contributions of this dissertation is the presentation of 

a power model based on the task graph model. This model ties the timing 

model for the generalized task graph with power and allows us to identify 

tasks which will require power management schemes, i.e., are power critical. 

This power model is presented in Chapter 3. 

• We extend the GTG model in [Das99] to incorporate communications be

tween tasks. This is achieved by using channel nodes and the rate. analysis 

equations for these special nodes. This allows us to generate tighter bounds 

on the time budgets for the functionality of the nodes. We present this 

contribution in Chapter 5. 
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• We expose a limitation of the GTG model and the set of rate analysis al

gorithms RADHA-RATAN which causes these algorithms to produce pes

simistic time budgets for certain types of tasks. As part of this disserta

tion, we propose the use of simulation to augment the analytic results of 

RADHA-RATAN to enable tighter bounds on the rates of tasks. We extract 

a simulation model from the task graph called the process timing simulation 

model. This model separates protocol from functionality and is presented in 

Chapter 6. 

• Once a power critical task has been identified, we need to generate a power 

management scheme for it. Recall that most system level power management 

schemes have been based on stochastic models that assume specific. input 

distributions. In this dissertation, we present power management schemes 

based on competitive analysis that does not assume an input distribution. We 

use the analysis techniques of Karlin et al. [RMLS94] and in Chapter 7 present 

lower bounds on both adaptive and non-adaptive shutdown algorithms for 

power management. 

• In Chapter 8, we extend our model of the power management scheme by 

incorporating input service times into our model. We show that· for some. 

input traces, modeling service times can cause non-adaptive algorithms to 

perform better than adaptive algorithms. We present analytical as well as 

experimental results to explain this observation. 

• Finally, in Chapter 9, we summarize the major contributions of th1s disser

tation and propose directions in which the results of this dissertation can be 

extended. 



Chapter 2 

Model of an Embedded System 

In this chapter, we present the essential properties of the generalized task 

graph. We model an embedded system using a generalized task graph which has 

been shown to have many advantages for modeling such systems. However, it has 

solely been used for modeling the timing behavior of embedded systems. In this 

dissertation, we focus on the functionality of the system, its timing behavior and 

its power behavior as well. 

2.1 Properties of an Embedded System 

The properties of an embedded system that we wish to model are: 

Behavior: is a set of activities that can be described in terms of the manipulations 

of materials, energy, or information. 

Interaction within various subsystems of the whole system: A system con~ists of com

ponents that function together to perform the behavior (or functionality) of 

the complete system. These components interact with each other, passing 

9 
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information between each other in order to perform the system functional

ity. We wish to model these interactions as information exchanges as well as 

model the behavior of the components. 

Timing constraints within which behavior has to be executed: A timeline is constructed 

by the existence of a clock which advances time. An event is a primitive con

cept and refers to an occurrence along the timeline. A timing constraint is 

an interval on the timeline: the time between two event occurrences. If the 

occurrences belong to the same event, the timing constraint is referred to as 

a rate constraint otherwise it is referred to as a separation constraint. In this 

dissertation, we focus only on rate constraints. For detailed explanation of 

separation constraints, we refer the reader to [Das99]. The duration between 

successive occurrences of an event is called its period. The number of occur

rences of an event per unit time, its frequency of occurrence, is called its rate. 

In general, the rate of an event can be found by taking the reciprocal of its 

period. We wish to model both the rates and the periods of the subsystems 

as well as that of the complete system. 

Power dissipation constraints for portable embedded systems: Portable embedded sys

tems typically are driven by a battery whose life has to be maximized. We. 

wish to model power dissipation within an embedded system as well as design 

efficient power management schemes that will maximize the battery life of 

the embedded system. This involves identifying power critical subsystems of 

the complete system and designing effective power management schemes for 

them. 

Tradeoff between power and timing constraints: This issue is critical to the design 

of an embedded system. Since power and timing are related, we wish to 
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provide an insight into tradeoffs between power and timing during the design 

of an embedded system. Power minimization at the system level is essentially 

achieved by gating policies which increase system latency. We wish to design 

systems that tradeoff latency and power dissipation as well. 

2.2 Generalized Task Graph Model 

During the early stages of an embedded design flow or at stages where higher

levels of abstraction are considered, the system tasks have coarser granularity. As 

a result, at higher-levels of abstraction, we have a task graph rather than an event 

graph. The difference between the two is that a task graph tries to model input 

and output behavior based on some task functionality whereas an event graph 

tries to specify the event behavior of the tasks in detail as well. The details of the 

functionality or behavior are not exposed at the task graph level. 

The model we consider is called the generalized task graph (GTG) model. 

One of the primary reasons for selecting this model is its ability to abstract away 

the behavior of a particular subsystem and still reason about the timing behavior 

of the system. This means that we can extract time budgets for the tasks of the 

system without specifying the detailed behavior of any task. 

The GTG model builds upon many models in the literature such as [BL93, 

GL95, Gom93, Gun93, Jef93, KM66, LM87, MDG98, PM94, Yen96]. This. model is 

an abstraction and combination of these models for the purposes of timing analysis. 

For example, we borrow both AND and OR causality types from [Gun93J, both 

acyclic and cyclic task dependencies from [BL93, KM66, LM87, MDG98], modeling 
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of both control and data from [Gom93, PM94, Yen96], and skipped and unskipped 

behaviors from [GL95]. We also kept our model as similar to these models as 

possible so that we can use the techniques developed for them. 

A Generalized Task Graph ( GTG) is a directed graph G = (V, E) in which 

each node in V is a task and each arc in E is a channel connecting a producer 

(task) to a consumer (task). Each task is either a data task that processes data or 

a control task that controls data tasks and/or other control tasks. In other words, 

each task is either a data transform or a control transform. A data transform 

simply produces its outputs from its inputs according to its functionality. A control 

transform controls the behavior of data transforms and other control transforms 

within the system. The granularity of each task is usually large. For example, 

a control task could be a finite state machine controlling the operations that get 

performed on the inputs to produce the outputs. The set of data tasks can be 

thought of as the system's data path that is controlled by its control path, which 

'in turn is composed of its control tasks. 

Tokens 

Data and control flow are modeled by tokens. Token granularity for a channel 

must be chosen such that it is sufficient to represent the values of both data and 

control signals that pass through the channel. This implies that token granularity 

is channel-specific. We use tokens as the unit of communication between ·nodes. 

Example 2.1 Consider a simple GTG with 3 nodes as shown in Figure 2.1. There 

are 92 bits produced by task a for task b, whereas there are 21 bits produced for 
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1 token = 7 bits G) 
Figure 2.1: Tokens in various channels can have different granularity. 

task c by task a. These bits can be grouped logically into 4 tokens and 3 tokens 

respectively. Once this granularity is fixed, we assume that 4 tokens are passed 

from task a to task b and 3 tokens are passed from a to task c. 111 

We assume that tasks are concurrent, and channels are asynchronous and 

bounded. 

Input and Output 

In the GTG, the channel between a task and each of its predecessors is 

called an input channel, and the one to each of its successors is called its output 

channel. The tokens on the input channel are called input tokens and those on 

the output channel are called output tokens. Tasks without any predecessors are 

called input tasks, and those without any successors are called output tasks. Tokens 

are added to the system by input tasks and deleted from the system by output 

tasks. The input tasks and output tasks identify the boundary between the system 

and its environment, and correspond to the sensors and actuators of the system, 

respectively. 
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2.2.1 Task Interactions 

Real life embedded systems are characterized by tasks with a range of in

teractions such as dependency, enabling, exception, etc. Such interactions can be 

modeled by using the following three actions [Gom93, HP87]: 

• enables, 

• disables, and 

• triggers. 

An enabled task runs until it is disabled. A triggered task runs and terminates 

by itself. We are concerned with the start time of each task; therefore, we use 

enables to mean both enables and triggers, and do not consider disables at all 

because we assume that all enabled tasks will be disabled within a specified time. 

As a result, each arc in the GTG represents an enable.· In this dissertation, we do 

not consider additional relations on the tasks in the GTG such as mutual exclusion 

or priority. 

2.2.2 Task Types 

Task interactions in the GTG are causality based as in an event graph: where 

nodes are triggered based on the occurrence of some event. Thus, corresponding to 

AND causality (a set of events must all occur) and OR causality (only one of a set 

of events need occur), we have AND and OR tasks, respectively. We refine these 

task types further refinement because of the presence of tokens. A task is called an 

unskipped task if it has to consume every token produced for it by its producers; 
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it is a skipped task otherwise. Both of these concepts apply to both AND and OR 

tasks such that we now have 

1. AND/unskipped (AND/u), 

2. AND/skipped (AND/s), 

3. OR/unskipped (OR/u), and 

4. OR/skipped (OR/s) tasks. 

Let us consider each of the four task types: 

• An AND /u task reads tokens from all its predecessors and does not skip 

any tokens. It has to wait for its slowest predecessor, and if during that 

time tokens build up in the channels from other predecessors, we assume the 

channels have sufficient capacity to accommodate all these tokens. 

• An AND/ s task reads every tokens from all its predecessors, but may skip 

some tokens while waiting for its slowest predecessor. Skipping could occur 

if the channels do not have sufficient capacity, or the AND/ s task cannot 

consume all the tokens in the input channel, or the task is not executing fast 

enough to keep up with all its predecessors. 

• An OR/u task is similar to an AND /u task in that both read all the tokens 

from their predecessors. The difference is that the OR/u task gets enabled 

by the input from only one of its predecessors, the fastest one, whereas the 

AND /u task can be enabled only by all the predecessors. 

• An OR/s task gets enabled by only one of its predecessors, usually the fastest 

one. Until it gets enabled again, it can read as many tokens as its function

ality dictates. It may not read all the tokens, and this must not create any 

problems with its functionality. 
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Token numbers Channel delay 

T(p) P(p,c) 8(p,c) C(p,c) T(c) Period 

r(p) 0----------->-3llll0-8 r( c) Rate 

t(p) t( c) Start time 

Figure 2.2: Properties of two tasks, producer p and consumer c, and the channel 
between them. 

In the GTG, a channel is lossy if it does not deliver as many tokens as it 

was given by a predecessor node to a successor node. Instead, the channel delivers 

a subset of these tokens and loses the remaining. In the GTG, skipped behavior 

is not obtained by making channels lossy; skipped behavior is intentional in that 

a skipped consumer knows that it will lose some tokens from its input channels 

because it cannot keep up with the rate of its every predecessor. A task is called a 

disjoint task if it ignores its input tokens for the current execution only. We apply 

this concept only to the OR/skipped task only to obtai~ and OR/skipped/disjoint 

(OR/s/d). 

2.2.3 Task Properties 

The properties of tasks and channels are defined using Figure 2.2. In this 

figure, we have a channel (p, c) from producer p to consumer c. Each task, say c, has 

an integer period T(c), a rate r(c), and an integer start time t(c). Producer p puts 

P(p, c) tokens per execution into channel (p, c), and consumer c gets C(p, c) tokens 

per execution from that channel. These numbers are called the token numbers of 

the channel, and are integers. These numbers can be given (provided by the 

designer) or derived using rate derivation and analysis [Das99]. Channel (p, c) has 
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an integer, bounded delay of 8(p, c) E [d(p, c), D(p, c)] such that it takes 8(p, c) 

time units for the tokens of producer p to enable consumer c. 

2.2.4 Attributes 

We now model timing and power constraints by attributing these proper-

ties to the generalized task graph. Attributes are additional annotations on the 

task graph that enable us to model rate and period constraints as well as power 

constraints. 

We model every timing attribute using an interval. For an interval of a 

particular property, we define lower and upper bound operators on the attribute, 

denoted by prefix operators l and u, respectively. 

Period and Rate Attributes 

For period and rate, we have 

which are the period and rate intervals for consumer c, respectively. These intervals 

can easily be obtained from each other as follows: 

1 1 
lrc = uTc and urc = lTc 

Note that the period of a task is always an integer, whereas its rate can be a 

real number. We can establish bounds on these attributes such that 
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so that 

Note that the lower bound on the period is not allowed to be zero since there must 

be some non-zero time between successive task executions. 

Power Attributes 

The power attribute is dependent on the period attribute bound. Hence, we 

use an interval to describe the power attribute as 

which is the power interval for consumer c. This says that consumer c can dissipate 

power within the interval Pc. This could be a design constraint. The power 

dissipation should like within some specified interval, .say Pc. The lower bound 

specification on power dissipation is usually the minimum that the system can 

allow. We will show the relation between the power interval and the timing interval 

in Chapter 3. 

2.3 Related Work 

The GTG model builds upon many previous models in the literature. This 

model is an abstraction and combination of previous models for the purpose of 

timing analysis. Many of the earliest models were used for the analysis of schedul

ing. These include models such as in Liu and Layland [LL 73] which contains 

independent tasks [XP93J. This implies· that there is no precedence between the 
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tasks in the task graph. The Process Graphs of Jeffay [Jef93], the Task Graphs 

of Yen [Yen96], and the Asynchronous Task Graphs of Gerber et al. [GHS95] are 

special cases of the GTG model. In these models, the task graph is an acyclic 

AND graph, and an AND task may not have the same input and output behavior. 

For example, an AND task in Yen's model can have multiple input and output 

channels and each channel has a capacity of more than one token; however, an 

AND task in Jeffay's model can have only one input channel and each channel can 

have zero capacity. 

The Computation Graphs of Karp and Miller [KM66J, the Processing Graph 

Model of Goddard [God98], the Logical Application Stream Model of Chatterjee 

and Strosnider, the Process Graphs of Mathur et al. [MDG96J, the Event-Rule 

System of Burns [Bur91], and the Synchronous Data Flow Graphs presented by 

Lee and Messerschmidt [LM87] are also AND models but can be cyclic. Enabling 

a task is slightly different from the GTG model in the first three models as follows: 

the channels in these models have a threshold token number. A consumer becomes 

eligible only if all of its input channels contain as many tokens as its specified 

threshold number. Once a consumer is eligible, it consumes the specified number · 

of tokens from each input channel. 

The task structure of an embedded system can contain data-dependent be

havior. Yet, AND models cannot model this behavior, so they are extended to con

tain OR tasks. The extended dataflow model of Puchol and Mok [PM94], the Token 

Flow model of Buck and Lee [Buc93], the Task Flow graph of Peng and Shin [PS87], 

the dataflow graph of Lent and Kurmann [LK89], the AND/OR model of Gillies 

and Liu [GL95], the timed AND/OR automaton of Gunawardena [Gun94], and the 
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task graph of Silberman [Sil97] are all AND/OR models in that they have both 

AND and OR tasks. Some of these models such as those of Gillies and Liu are 

acyclic. Gillies and Liu also introduced the skipped and unskipped behavior for 

OR tasks. Petri nets [YKK+96] can model both AND and OR causality, but they 

cannot properly model all the different OR behavior identified in [YKK+96]. 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we described various properties of embedded systems that we 

wish to model and reason about. We introduced the generalized task graph model 

as one such model that enables us to model all the properties. The contribution 

of this chapter is the presentation of this model and the conversion of system 

properties to attributes that can be annotated onto the graph. We will show in 

subsequent chapters that these attributes can be used to reason about additional 

properties of the embedded system. 



Chapter 3 

Timing And Povver 

In this chapter, we examine the relationship between power and timing using 

a thermodynamic view of the system. Recall that a characteristics of an embedded 

system is the presence of timing constraints from input to output as well as the 

presence of constraints on power dissipation. Effective system exploration therefore 

requires understanding of the tradeoffs between power and timing so that the final 

system implementation meets both constraints. We use the generalized task graph 

model for embedded systems and present metrics which applied to the task graph 

enable us to estimate power dissipation for the system. 

3.1 A Thermodynamic View of Embedded Systems 

Let us assume that the system performs its functionality F within some 

period of time T. This functionality requires work W (in units of energy) that 

must be spent in order to implement its specification. However, W can vary over 

time when the system performs its functionality. As a result, we assume that W 

is the average work performed by the system to implement its functionality F. 

21 
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Power is defined as the rate at which work is performed. As a result, the 

power consumed when performing Wis 

P=dW 
dt 

This is the instantaneous power dissipated when the system is performing its 

functionality continually. However, the system does not perform its functionality 

continually: it obtains requests from its environment to perform its functionality. 

Based on the rate at which these requests are received, the system has to perform 

its functionality. The faster the requests are received, the faster the rate at which 

these requests have to be serviced. Hence, in order to estimate the power consumed 

by any system, we have to 

• Estimate the amount of work that needs to be done, and 

• Estimate the amount of time within which this work has to be done or the 

rate at which the work needs to be done. 

Example 3.1 Consider a capacitor with capacitance C. The work that has to be 

done by a capacitor is to move charge Q from one of its plates to the other across 

the dielectric when the voltage across its plates changes. This work is expressed as 

dQ = C. dV 
dt dt 

(3.1) 

Since the rate of change of charge is current, i.e., ~~ =I, the power consumed by 

the capacitor is 

dV 
P=V·l=V·C

dt 
(3.2) 

Thus power consumed is directly proportional to the rate of change of voltage, 

as well as the instantaneous voltage. • 
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In this example, it is relatively easy to estimate the power consumed since 

the work that needs to be performed is well-quantified. At higher levels of ab

straction we define the amount of work and the power consumed by the system, 

however, it is not possible to estimate exactly how much work needs to be done by 

individual tasks of the system. This could be due to dependency between tasks, 

the non-determinism involved. However, we can quantify exactly much.power is 

dissipated by each task to implement the functionality of the complete system. In 

this dissertation, we do not propose any new methods for estimation of work based 

on functionality, we propose the use of methods that exist in the literature and 

have been shown to be relatively effective. 

3.2 Timing and Power Critical Nodes 

Once we have created a generalized task graph, we annotated it with timing 

constraints and reason about whether it meets our timing requirements, we con

centrate on estimating its power consumption based on its functionality. In order 

to estimate power, we first define timing critical nodes. 

Recall that we can annotate the task graph with lower bounds on the rate at 

which a node should perform its functionality. If we could propagate the rate at 

which the input nodes of the graph perform their functionality onto the internal 

nodes of the graph, we would know the rates at which the internal nodes should 

operate. This would ensure that the complete system met its timing requirements. 

Now, to identify timing critical nodes, we consider only the lower bound on 

the rate of task since it tells us the shortest period of time within which the node's 
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functionality must be performed. If the complete system itself has a rate constraint 

associated with it, we can compute a timing critical path along the generalized 

task graph such that the systems rate constraint is met only if the nodes along the 

timing critical path meet their own rate constraints. For non-pipelined tasks, the 

period of the task is the reciprocal of its rate. 

Definition 3.1 A path in the generalized task graph G, starting from an input 

node and ending in an output node is called an io-path in G. 

Definition 3.2 An io-path P in G is said to be timing critical if the sum of the 

lower bounds of the periods of all the nodes along P is minimum. P is critical if 

it has the following property: 

min (2= 1i), 
VPEG iEP 

P is an io-path in G 

Example 3.2 Consider the generalized task graph in Figure 3.1. The system 

has to perform its functionality within 1 OOOms. The input period of task a is 

{228,11880} milliseconds. We assume that all the other periods on the task graph 

have been provided by either the user or have been derived by methods we will de-

scribe later in this dissertation. We find that io-path a-c-e-g is a timing critical 

path since the sum of the periods of the nodes on that path is minimum. • 

A timing critical path provides us with the nodes that may have to execute 

their functionality within the shortest period of time so that the system can meet 

its timing requirement. We do not worry about cycles in the task graph sirice those 

have been handled by the algorithms RADHA-RATAN by splitting the graph into 

strongly connected components (directed cycles) and creating a supernode for each 

component. 
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Figure 3.1: An example of an io-path and timing critical paths. 

Now, consider the amount of work that a node has to perform in order to 

implement its functionality. Clearly, this estimate depends on the level of ab

straction at which this node is described. There are several metrics proposed in 

the literature [HP98, RDM99] that provide an estimate of work done at various 

levels of abstraction. Almost all these metrics are derived with the assumption 

that the functionality is expressed in a general purpose ·programming language 

and use trace analysis to povide these metrics. However, the method of expression 

of functionality does not have any bearing on the final implementation of a par

ticular node. Though the functionality has been expressed in a general purpose 

programming language (software), the final implementation could be completely 

in software, completely in hardware or partitioned into hardware and software. We 
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merely assume that this functionality is expressed in a general purpose program

ming language where we can compute the number of instructions that need to be 

performed for a fixed architecture. 

Example 3.3 At higher levels of abstractions, power has to be defined as the rate 

of doing work. A particular node of the task graph has to perform its functionality, 

which we define as work, within a specific period of time. In order to generate a 

metric for functionality, we turn to expressability of this functionality. Typically, 

this functionality is represented using some general purpose programming language, 

like C. We would therefore need to measure work as expressed by statements in a 

programming language. The first metric that comes to mind is the count the number 

of lines of code. This approach is sound, but two cases have to be considered in 

detail based on the properties of programming languages. These cases are: 

Conditional Statements: When a conditional statement· is encountered, one of sev

eral branches of functionality is chosen for execution. This choice can be data 

dependent and therefore it becomes difficult to predict the "amount of work" 

that will be performed after the conditional is encountered. However, one can 

assume that in the worst case, the branch with the most functionali~y {largest 

amount of work) is chosen and thereby generate a worst case analysis of the 

work that the node will have to perform. 

Loops: These are generalized conditional statements and it is very difficult to pre

dict the number of iterations of a loop that will be performed in order for 

the node to complete its functionality. However, we can the power consumed 

by every iteration since the statements within a loop are composed of simple 
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statements or conditionals. This can provide a rough estimate of the power 

consumed by the functionality. 

A simple metric of work could be the instruction count when the functionality 

is targetted to a specific architecture. Each architecture in turn can be a task graph 

with nodes representing individual computation components, thereby reducing the 

granularity and the level of abstraction to provide a better estimate of work. 

Definition 3.3 For some node i of the graph that has to perform work Wi (mea-

sured in units of energy), we define the power guage, Pi of node i, as the the average 

rate at which wi is perf armed. 

The period Ti = [uTi, l1i] is the interval of time within which the work has to be 

done is either provided by the designer or is derived using algorithms that will be 

discussed later in this dissertation. 

Typically, Ti are intervals and hence we compute the average rate at which 

work is done. The power guage of a node tell us how much power has to be 

dissipated to perform work Wi in interval Ji. Hence, if the work that n~eds to be 

done is small and has to be performed in a small time, the power guage is small. 

However, if the work performed is large and has to be performed in a small period 

of time, the power guage is large. As a result, the power guage metric trades off 

work done and the interval within which it has been done to provide the_ designer 

a metric of power. 

Example 3.4 Consider the generalized task graph shown in Figure 3.1. Node c 

has to perform its functionality in 1i = [456, 23760] milliseconds. Let us assume 
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that we have estimated that TiVc, the work that node c has to perform, is 2 joules. 

Hence, the power guage of node c is 

2 
Pc = 456+23760 = 0.165 milliwatts 

2 

Now, if node c has to perform 20 joules of work in the same interval its power 

guage would be 1. 65 watts. On the other hand, if~ was [456, 1000] and We was 

still 2 joules, Pc would be 2. 74 milliwatts. 

Once, we have generated the power guage for each node, we need to identify 

the nodes that dissipate maximum power. These nodes identified by sorting the 

power guage for each node in increasing order. We now define a powe sensitive 

index for each node based on how much power it dissipates relative to the other 

nodes of the graph. 

Definition 3.4 Each node i of the graph is annotated with an integer called the 

power index. The power index Pi of a node i is an integer such that if Pi > Pj then 

Pi ~ Pj where Pi is the power guage of node i. 

Now, the node with power index p0 is the node that dissipates maximum 

power within the system and is considered critical. 

3.3 Controlling Power Consumption 

Based on the level of abstraction at which a node in the generalized task graph 

has been defined, we can reduce its power consumption using various techniques. 

For example, if the node has already been selected into a hardware partition, we 
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can generate circuits that minimize the power consumed by decreasing the number 

of resources needed to perform the node's functionality. This may increase its 

inherent latency, but reduce its power consumption. However, the node would 

continue to consume power when it is not being used. 

Assume that node a of a task graph has been selected to be implemented in 

hardware. Based on the level of abstraction at which its functionality has been 

described, we have techniques to reduce its power consumption. At the behavioral 

level, we can reduce the number of functional units needed to implement the nodes 

behavior. At the register transfer level, we can design circuits that minimize the 

power they consume. At the transistor level, we can increase the sizes of the 

transistors in order to decrease power dissipation. 

Another technique that is used to reduce power consumption is using a gating 

policy for the node. The node is gated in such a way that if it is not being used, 

it is turned off, thereby consuming little or no power at all. However, when the 

node's functionality is required again at some future time, it must be turned back 

on and restored to a state where it can begin executing its functionality. However, 

bringing the node into a "servicing" state from a "shutdown" state whe~e it is not 

consuming any power will take some time, adding to the inherent latency of the 

node. This could effect the latency of the entire system. 

Example 3.5 Consider the disk drive and the liquid crystal display {LCD) within 

a portable laptop computer. Both components can be shutdown when they are not 

used for specific periods of time. However, the LCD can be gotten into a "servicing" 

state much quicker than the disk drive. As a result, understanding the effect of 
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T = [456, 23760] Power index= 1 Timing and power critical node 
T ~ Power reduction will effect latency 

Latency must be controlled as well 
e 24 

Input task 

T = [19,990] 

Power critical node Output task 

Power index = 0 
T = [138168,7199280] 

System period = [20,1000] 

All periods are in milliseconds 

Timing critical path is along dark edges 

Power critical nodes are dark circles 

Figure 3.2: An example the shows power critical nodes and timing critical nodes. 

latency on system for which a shutdown policy is being designed is essential to the 

overall design of the system. a 

In Chapter 7, we address the problem of designing "shutdown" or "gating" 

strategies for nodes of the task graph. These gating strategies are applied to power 

critical nodes. These are nodes that have to perform theb; functionality within a 

short period of time. 

Once we have identified power critical nodes, as shown in Figure 3.2, we have 

two approaches to reduce its power consumption based on whether the node lies 

on a timing critical path or not: 

On timing critical path: If this node is on the timing critical path, we have to 

compute the slack available on the critical path and make sure that the 
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additional latency incurred by the node does not violate its timing constraints 

as well as the timing constraints of the complete system. 

Not on timing critical path: We have to re-compute the timing critical path, since 

the additional latency incurred by the node may now put it on the timing 

critical path. 

In both cases, we have to compute the additional latency that a node will 

incur when a shutdown policy has been designed for it. We discuss this issue in 

Chapter 7. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have identified timing critical paths for the generalized 

task graph. Further, we have assumed that the funtionality of a node is imple

mented in a general purpose programming language and used techniques from the 

literature to estimate the work that a node has to perform in order to implement 

its functionality. Using these two metrics, we have identified power critical nodes 

of the graph. We have defined nodes power sensitive nodes as nodes· with the 

highest power sensitive indices and propose power reduction techniques for them. 



Chapter 4 

Timing Models 

An embedded system is typically reactive and real-time in nature: it continu

ally reacts to the stimuli coming from its environment and performs this interaction 

under strict timing constraints. The timing constraints are called the system's ex

ternal timing constraints. 

In a typical embedded system design flow, the requirement specification phase 

describes what the system's external behavior must be without describing how the 

systems works internally. The latter is expressed in the architectural design phase 

by means of a task graph, which describes a decomposition of the system into 

manageable components or tasks. These tasks are usually concurrent. 

From a requirement specification point of view, the system is temporally· 

correct if it satisfies its external constraints. Unfortunately, the problem of de

signing a temporally correct system is a difficult one, and current practice of this 

problem is ad hoc; based on trial and error guided by previous engineering expe

rience [GHS95, Gom93]. Moreover, the emphasis is usually on designing a func

tionally correct system. The temporal correctness of the system is usually checked 

only after the system's components are integrated and the combined system's func

tional correctness is ensured. This approach has a huge drawback: the system's 
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integration stage comes very late in the design cycle, and correcting any timing 

problems detected at this stage becomes very expensive. The expense, in terms of 

time and cost, to correct problems is large since a lot of design commitment has 

already been made. 

We have proposed a solution [Das99, DRG98b, RDG99] to the problem of 

designing a temporally correct system up front. The idea is to provide time budgets 

on the system's tasks very early in the design flow in such a way that any violation 

of individual time budgets leads to a violation of the system's external constraints. 

These time budgets are also called the system's internal timing constraints. We 

derive these time budgets from the system's task structure and its input rate 

constraints using an algorithm called "the rate derivation algorithm". We then 

use the derived time budgets to validate the system's external timing constraints 

and the design choices at every stage of the design flow. This solution reduces the 

complexity of ensuring temporal correctness from system level to the task level by 

allowing the time budgets to percolate down the various levels of abstraction. This 

enables designers to have simultaneously have control on the system's functional 

and temporal correctness at very early stages in the design flow. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the above discussion. The system's task structure is 

shown using a graph where each circle represents a task and each arrow represents a 

task interaction. Constraint are divided into two categories: internal and external. 

• The system's external constraints are: 

1. response time constraints on the system and the environment, 

2. input jitter constraints, 
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Figure 4.1: An embedded system with its external constraints (labeled 1-6), its task 
structure and internal constraints. 

3. output jitter constraints, 

4. the input rate constraints and 

5. output rate constraints. 

• The system's internal constraints (or time budgets) are: 

1. latency bounds, 

2. the input jitter bounds, 

3. output jitter bounds and the 

4. rate bound. 

Here the jitter constraint or bound defines the time separation between two 

different events, whereas a rate constraint or bound defines the time separation 

between two successive events of the same kind. An event can be a stimulus 

arrival, a response generation, or a task starting its execution. 
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4.1 Timing Constraints on the G TG Model 

In this section, we present a brief overview of the rate derivation algo

rithms [MDG96, DRG98a] RADHA and RATAN which derive a rate bound for 

each task assuming that all the input rate constraints are known. 

During the early stages of an embedded design flow or at stages where higher

levels of abstraction are considered, the system tasks have coarser granularity. A 

task graph tries to model input and output behavior based on some task function

ality. The details of the functionality are not exposed at the task graph level. 

Our model is called the generalized task graph ( GTG) model. It builds upon 

many previous models in the literature such as [BL93, GL95, Gom93, Gun93, 

Jef93, KM66, LM87, MDG98, PM94, Yen96]. Our model is an abstraction and 

combination of these models for the purposes of timing analysis. For example, we 

borrow both AND and OR causality types from [Gun93], both acyclic and cyclic 

task dependencies from [BL93, KM66, LM87, MDG98J, modeling of both control 

and data from [Gom93, PM94, Yen96J, and skipped and unskipped behaviors from 

[GL95]. We also kept our model as similar to these models as possible ~o that we 

can reuse techniques developed for them. 

4.1.1 Rate and Period Constraints 

The properties of tasks and channels are defined as follows. Consider Figure 4.2. 

In this figure, we have a channel (p, c) from producer p to consumer c. Each task, 

say c, has an integer period T(c), a rate r(c), and an integer start time t(c). 
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Producer p puts P(p, c) tokens per execution into channel (p, c), and consumer c 

gets C (p, c) tokens per execution from that channel. These numbers are called 

the token numbers of the channel, and are integers. Channel (p, c) has an integer, 

bounded delay of o(p, c) E [d(p, c), D(p, c)] such that it takes o(p, c) time units for 

the tokens of producer p to enable consumer c. 

Without loss of generality, we use intervals for the period, rate, and start 

time of each task. Let Tc = [ZTc, uTc] and re = [Zrc, urc] be the period and rate 

intervals of task c, respectively. Then, the basic relation between the period and 

rate is re = l/Tc, which translates to lrc = l/uTc and urc = l/ZTc. We also have 

0 < lTc ~ uTc ~ oo so that 0 ~ lrc ~ urc < oo. Note that· we abuse the notation 

when we write a bounded interval for the period even though the upper bourid can 

be infinity. This notational convenience is used for every interval in the rest of this 

dissertation. 

With respect to channel (p, c), there must be at least C(p, c) tokens in that 

channel for consumer c to get enabled. Suppose p executes i times till the time 

c gets enabled for the jth time. Then, since i is an integer and we must have 

i * P - (j - 1) * C ?_ C, we get 

j * f C(p, c)/ P(p, c)l ?_ i ?_ IJ * C(p, c)/ P(p, c)l 

'2 J * l c (p, c) IP (p, c) J , 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

which implies that the start times of these two tasks are related to each other as 

tp( u(j, p, c)) + o(p, c) ?_ tc(j) ?_ 

tp(l(j, p, c)) + o(p, c)' 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 



where u(j,p, c) = j * f C(p, c)/ P(p, c)l 

and l(j,p, c) = j * l C(p, c)/ P(p, c)J. 
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Using Equation 4.3, the definitions of AND and OR causality types, and the 

bounds on the channel delay, we arrive at the following start time expressions for 

AND and OR tasks: The j-th start time of an AND task c is governed by 

max {tp(u(j,p, c)) + D(p, c)} 2 tc(j) 
(p,c)EE 

2 max { tp(l(j,p, c)) + d(p, c)}, (p,c)EE 

whereas that of an OR task c (except an OR/s/d task) is governed by 

min {tp(u(j,p, c)) + D(p, c)} 2 tc(j) (p,c)EE 

2 min { tP ( l (j, p, c)) + d (p, c)}, (p,c)EE 

whereas that of an OR/skipped/disjoint task c is governed by 

min {tp(u(j,p, c)) + D(p, c)} - Eu 2 tc(j) (p,c)EE 

2 min { tp ( l (j, p, c)) + d (p, c)} - Ez, (p,c)EE 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

where tasks p are predecessors of task c in the GTG, and u(j,p, c) and l(j,p, c) 

as defined previously. Eu is a ratio of Il(p,c)EE(min(p,c) E E{tp(u(j,p,c))}) and 

~(p,c)EE(tp(u(j,p,c)). Ez can be obtained similarly. Equation 4.9 allows us to 

determine the j-th start time of a OR/skipped/disjoint task. 

The input behavior of the task types is as follows: An AND /u task c reads 

C (p, c) tokens from each one of its predecessor p whereas an AND/ s task c reads 

C (p, c) tokens from its slowest predecessor p. Any AND task c has to wait for their 

slowest predecessor p to accumulate at least C(p, c) tokens for them. An OR/u 
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Token numbers Channel delay 

T(p) P(p,c) 8(p,c) C(p,c) T(c) Period 

r(p)0-------->~8 r(c) Rate 

t( p) t( c) Start time 

Figure 4.2: Properties of two tasks, producer p and consumer c, and the channel 
between them. 

task c reads C(p, c) tokens from each one of its predecessor p whereas an OR/s 

task c reads C (p, c) tokens from at least one of its predecessors, usually the fastest 

one. Any OR task c can start executing as soon as one of their predecessors p has 

sent C(p, c) tokens for it. Note that an OR/u task is like an AND/u task in that 

both of them wait for all their predecessors to send enough tokens to them but an 

OR/u task can start executing with the arrival of enough tokens from only one of 

its predecessors whereas an AND /u task has to ensure that its every predecessor 

has sent enough tokens. 

The output behavior of a task in the GTG is determined by its successors. 

Suppose a channel has P(p, c) as a token number. Then, task p has to send at 

most P(p, c) tokens to its successor c. If c is an AND tas~, we expect p to do so 

every time it executes whereas if c is an OR task, p may not even send any.tokens. 

to c (but we expect at least one predecessor of c will send it some tokens). In the 

above derivations of the expressions, we assumed that p sends exactly P(p, c) every 

execution. The reason is due to the possible behavior of p. If it is possible that 

p can produce P(p, c) over channel (p, c), then we assume that it does so. in order 

to validate the timing performance of the system conservatively. If the designers 

know that p produces P(p, c) every K executions, then we can easily take K into 

account in all our derivations. 
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4.1.2 Hierarchy 

The GTG model also has hierarchy. The hierarchy in a GTG consists of 

two levels: top level (acyclic) and bottom level (cyclic). The bottom level contains 

all the strongly connected components (SCCs) of the GTG, including those with 

a single node. The top level is acyclic and corresponds to the component graph 

of the original GTG in that some nodes, called supernodes, represent the SCCs 

at the bottom level. Note that the bottom level contains cyclic portions of the 

GTG whereas the top level is acyclic. This is actually the reason for introducing 

hierarchy because the algorithms for cyclic and acyclic task structures are generally 

different. 

4.2 Rate Derivation using RADHA-RATAN 

Rate derivation refers to deriving the rate or rate bounds (in terms of rate 

intervals) of all the tasks in the task graph [DRG97, DRG98b, DRG98a, Das99). 

We use the task rates to derive the task periods since the task periods are the ones 

that are mostly used for further derivation and validation. Details of RADHA 

can be found in [DRG98a, Das99). It suffices to say that we use RADHA for the 

the upper level of the GTG (acyclic part) and another tool called RATAN for the 

cyclic part. The rate analysis is essentially based on Equation 4.5, Equation 4.7 

and Equation 4.9. RADHA-RATAN generates time budgets for the funCtionality 

of each task. These time budgets are generated using the rate at which the task's 

predecessors rate as well as the number of tokens consumed and produced by this 

task. This provides us with an average case scenario [Das99] for the period. 
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Figure 4.3: Consider a simple task that has two predecessors. We show how the 
rates are computed if this task is an OR task and an AND task. 

Example 4.1 Consider the task graph in Figure 4.3. We focus our attention on 

computing the rate of task C; given the rates of tasks a and b and the number of 

tokens produced and consumed by each task. The rate of task a is r a and the rate 

of task b is rb. Now) let us assume some functionality on task c: 

OR task: In this case the rate is the maximum of all incoming rates into task c. 

The first incoming rate is computed from task a which is Ir a· ~: l · The second 

incoming rate is the computed from task b which is I rb · & l · The rate of task 

C ZS 

AND task: In this case the rate is the minimum of all incoming rates· into task 

c. The first incoming rate is computed from task a which is Ir a · -Y:: l · The 

second incoming rate is the computed from task b which is I rb · ~ l · The rate 

of task c is 

Skipped) unskipped and disjoint behavior are control functions and do not 

affect the rates as they are computed here. However) we will show in Chapter 6 
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that control behavior does effect rate computation and propose a simulation model 

to arrive at more optimistic rates and period for specific tasks. 

We assume that the task periods are real numbers, since if two predecessors 

simultaneously try to enable the task, only one will be successful, i.e., we cannot 

have a zero time separation. In this model, we have assumed that the token delivery 

delay for enabling tokens and data tokens are accounted for in the latency of the 

producer. In Chapter 6, we explicitly expose the token delivery delay. 

4.3 Multi-Level Timing Models 

Once the generalized task graph has been constructed and timing constraints 

applied to the input tasks, we can propagate the timing constraints across the in

ternal nodes of the graph and generate time budgets. (period intervals) for the 

nodes. Now, we can determine the rate at which the internal nodes in the gen

eralized graph produce tokens based on the behavior that the designer prescribes 

for them. This method can then be applied recursively on. each subsystem of the 

generalized task graph till an implementation is reached. Each subsystem can then 

be modeled as a generalized task graph. The time budgets obtained for each node 

of the task graph becomes the input and output rate as well as the throughput 

requirement for the subsystem represented by that particular task graph node. In 

this way, the time budgets can percolate throughout the various levels of abstrac

tion. Each level of refinement provides a level in the timing model. The advantage 

of this approach is that each level is self-contained in terms of its timing behavior 

from input to output. 
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This process of passing constraints down multiple levels of hierarchy allows 

designers at the lower levels of abstraction to make timing driven design decisions. 

This means that design decisions are not ad-hoc or based on engineering experience, 

they are driven by timing constraints imposed on the complete system. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have introduced RADHA-RATAN as rate analysis tools 

that enable us to generate time budgets on the nodes of the task graph based on the 

timing constraints placed on the input nodes of the task graph. This technique also 

allows us to recursively percolate time budgets down multiple levels of hierarchy. 

Using this approach, we make the top-down design process timing driven which 

allows design decisions to be timing driven as well. 



Chapter 5 

Modeling Communications 

In this chapter, we introduce a refinement pass on the GTG model that 

explicitly exposes the token delivery delays by creating new nodes in the GTG 

called channel nodes. We show that the GTG model is powerful enough to model 

the sharing of channels among various tasks. We then introduce the notion of 

a canonical token for an equivalence class of channels which represents a quan

tum of information transported on that channel. Canonical tokens allow us to 

describe a measure on the communication channel with which designers can pick 

an implementation that meets the system's timing requirements. We explain this 

refinement phase with the help of the design of the dashboard controller as an 

example. 

Related Work 

There has been a lot of earlier work on modeling communications systems [GMC97, 

RCKS96, TC95, HB97]. There are several tools, like MISTREL [SWFM91 J, PTOLEMY 

[PHLB95J, PHIDEO [VMLVVdW95], PROPHID [LvMTJ97a, LvMTJ97b] that in

clude communication specification and sharing of channels among various tasks. 

However, most of these tools do not address the problem at the level of abstraction 
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that we do. Further, some of these tools, like PROPHID and PHIDEO are specific 

to the digital signal processing domain. Though both MISTRAL and PHIDEO 

can handle large degrees of multiplexing in their channel representation, they need 

specific details of the channels in order to do so. In our channel representation, we 

do not specify the implementation of the channel. We perform our analysis and 

simulation with no assumption on the implementation details. In addition, none of 

the previous works tie a simulation model to their analytic framew.ork to generate 

a quick prototype of the system at a very high level. 

5.1 Modeling Channel Delays 

Consider a generalized task graph G, for the design of an embedded system. 

The edges between tasks represent the communication channels between the tasks 

and an edge weight represents the number of user specified tokens required to en

able one execution of the task at the sink. Previously, we had two attributes for a 

given channel: the number of tokens consumed, C, and produced, P, we add the 

channel delay as another attribute to the edge. In order to represent the channel 

delay, we add a special node to the task graph called the channel node that rep-· 

resents the channel and its implementation. Now the channel delay of the edges 

is encapsulated in the channel node. In order to share channel implementation we 

describe an equivalence relation R on the edges (channels) of the task graph (sys

tem) such that two edges belong to the same class if they can be shared. We then 

introduce a canonical token for that specific class of channels. The designer has to 

specify the canonical token for an entire equivalence class of channels. Typically, 
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the canonical token is an atomic entity that can be transported by a channel node 

another. Once a canonical token is chosen, it is fixed and all other tokens for that 

particular class of channels are expressed as multiples of the canonical token. We 

then describe a metric called the canonical token rate interval that helps the de

signer pick an implementation for the channel that would meet the system timing 

constraints. 

5.1.1 Channel Nodes 

Let a and b be two tasks in G. Let e(a, b) be an edge from task a to task b. 

This edge represents a communication channel between tasks a and b. Let task a 

produce P tokens and let task b consume C tokens. Let Ta and n be the latencies 

of tasks a and b respectively. 

We model the channel delays in the generalized task graph model by using 

an intermediate node called the channel node in the task graph to represented 

the delay of the channel connecting two nodes. Using this approach, we make 

sure that edges have no delay associated with them: the delays being associated 

with the newly created channel node. This approach does nicely for· modeling 

delays on single non-shared channels. However, it has two consequences: (1) The 

number of nodes in the graph increases and (2) sharing of channels is not simple: 

it introduces a level of hierarchy in the task graph. The increase of the number 

of nodes in the graph makes the graph more complex and not easy to understand. 

In typical embedded system design, it is recommended [Gom93] that there be no 

more than ten nodes in the graph while performing manual system design. This 

is a good recommendation since the purpose of our endeavor is to keep the design 
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simple and at a high level. However, since we are proceeding with a refinement of 

our original design, this increase in complexity in the task graph is acceptable. 

The sharing of channels by various tasks introduces a level of hierarchy in the 

task graph model. Consider the graph in Figure 5 .1 (al), if we wish to model the 

delays along edges e(a, b), we get the graph in Figure 5.l(a2). The newly created 

nodes accepts one token from a and passes it to node b, hence its rate is the same 

as the rate of a, as shown in Figure 5.l(a2). We can apply RADHA to perform 

rate analysis on the system, with this transformation on the task graph. 

Now, if we wish to share the implementation of channels e(a, b) and e(s, t), 

two arbitrary non-adjacent edges in the task graph of Figure 5.l(bl), we get the 

graph in Figure 5.l(b2). The newly create node q is an OR/skipped/disjoint node 

according to our node classification. Figure 5.l(b2) shows the transformed graph. 

In this case too, we can apply RADHA to perform rate analysis for the system. 

The node is an 0 R node since it can be activated by the arrival of tokens on any 

of its predecessor edges. It is skipped since, it can ignore partial tokens that have 

arrived on edges other than its enabling edge. It is disjoint since it ignores these 

tokens only for its current execution, i.e. after the enabling tokens are transported 

along the appropriate outgoing edge. Rate analysis for this node was not presented 

in [Das99] or any previous work. We have presented it in Chapter 4, Equation 4.9 as 

part of our overview of the generalized task graph and is one of the contributions of 

this dissertation. In section 5.1.2, we will show that channel nodes are special since 

their functionality represents control dependency and that Equation 4.9 provides 

only a pessimistic value of the rate of the channel node. 
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Now, consider the case where we wish to share channels e(a, b) and e(b, c) 

of graph in Figure 5.l(cl), we introduce a new channel node q and as shown in 

Figure 5.l(c2), we generate a cycle with edges e(b, q) and e(q, b). In this state, we 

cannot directly apply RADHA to the graph to compute the rates of the tasks. We 

must transform G into strongly connected components (SCC) and represent each 

SCC as a super-node in the graph G. Figure 5.l(c3) shows nodes g and q in one 

super-node represented at the higher level of hierarchy by the no.de gq. Once we 

have created an additional level of hierarchy, we can now apply RAD HA to provide 

us with the necessary timing validation at the upper level. \Ve use RATAN on the 

SCC (lower level) to get us the timing constraints that have to be met there. The 

constraints derived at the higher level drive the constraints obtained for the sec. 

Figure 5.l(c3) also shows the rate analysis performed by RADHA after we have 

encapsulated the hierarchy into a super-node. Figure 5.l(c3) also shows how the 

rate analysis at the higher level of hierarchy imposes a rate constraint on the lower 

level of the hierarchy. 

RADHA provides us with bounds on the latency of the channel node q that 

are a little pessimistic. Consider, the channel node of Figure 5.l(b2). Assuming 

that one token is produced by the predecessors of an OR-node, i.e. a and s, and 

both tokens are consumed by successors b and t, the period interval of the channel 

node q is bounded below by: 

min { tp(j + D(p, q)} - Eu ~ tq(j) 
(p,q)EE 

~ min { tp(j) + d(p, q)} - Ez, 
(p,q)EE 

where tasks p are the predecessors of task q in the edge set E of the GTG and E 

depends on the minimum latency of all incoming edges of node q. 
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5.1.2 Implementation Details 

For the channel (OR/u/d) node this period interval is implementation de

pendent, since we know that q in this case has to process all the incoming tokens, 

i.e. deliver them to the appropriate output channels even if they all arrived one 

after the other. As a result, if the rates of the predecessors of q were all the same 

and their arrival time overlapped, we would have to store the incoming tokens in 

some buffer. As a result, a pipelined implementation of token delivery within the 

channel node will have a different rate equation than a non-pipelined one. This is 

one of the reasons to propose the simulation model in Chapter 6, where we can 

dynamically explore the implementation design space for channel nodes. Further, 

the functionality of a shared channel node is control dependent. This means that 

the channel node has to know which tokens arrived from which incoming channels 

so that it can send those tokens to the appropriate su~cessor channels. However, 

RADHA interprets this behavior as if all tokens were generated on all outgoing 

edges thereby producing pessimistic analytical results. We discuss this effect in 

detail in Chapter 6. 

This makes RADHA analysis pessimistic since RADHA does not .know the_ 

functionality of the OR-tasks. However, in this case, the channel nodes are special 

and their functionality is clearly understood: they must pass incoming tokens from 

their source to their sink within the specified delays in order to meet the system's 

response time. As a result, we can get tighter bounds on the delays that can be 

tolerated by the system. 
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We will show, in the next chapter, that we need to perform simulation to 

ascertain the true lower bound on the rate interval for a channel node. Each newly 

introduced channel node has its own internal latency when an implementation is 

chosen. By deriving the latency bounds for the channel nodes depending on its 

predecessors, we can validate the implementation choice. 

5.1.3 Canonical Tokens 

In order to generalize the approach taken to identify channels that can be 

shared, we describe an equivalence relation Ron all the channels (edges) of G. This 

equivalence relation is user specific. Two channels may lie in the same equivalence 

class because they transport a similar number of tokens or they share a similar 

implementation or for any other reason the user deems fit. In order to get a handle 

on the implementation aspects of the shared channels, ·we introduce the notion of 

a canonical token for each equivalence class. For each equivalence class R induced 

by R, we define a canonical token tR. This canonical token is also user specific. 

Further, we define the delay of a canonical token tR in a channel e(a, b), as the 

time it takes for tR to travel from task a to task b along channel e(a, b)., Now, we 

represent both C, the number of tokens consumed, and P, the number of tokens 

produced, as integral multiples of the canonical tokens for the channel e( a, b). Since 

we model edges in the GTG using a channel node, the canonical token delay now 

applies to the channel nodes. 

Consequently, channel delays are dependent on the delay of the canonical 

token for that specific class of channels and the number of canonical tokens that 

travel through the channel. We know that some multiple of the canonical tokens 
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will be passed from task a to task b for one execution of task b. Each canonical 

token has a specific delay and this delay is dependent on the implementation of the 

channel. This delay is not an absolute delay: it is an amortized delay, in the sense, 

that we expect a certain number of tokens to be communicated within a specified 

deadline between the two tasks. Consequently, for a pipelined implementation of 

the channel between tasks a and b, the delay of the canonical token will be different 

from the non-pipelined implementation. 

5.1.4 Applications 

After having performed rate analysis (using the tools RAD HA and RATAN) 

on the system, the designer has the time budgets for each task in the system, 

including the nodes that represent channels. At this stage, the designer can make 

certain implementation decisions using the canonical tokens and the period interval 

of nodes that represent channels. The designer knows the total number of canonical 

tokens that pass through a given channel node and the period interval of the 

channel node, and can, therefore, compute the period interval during which one 

canonical token must be, processed by an implementation of the channel !J.Ode. We 

call this interval the canonical token processing interval ( CTPI). The designer can 

now classify various implementation of the channel node by their canonical token 

processing interval and therefore eliminate implementations that do not satisfy the 

CTPI for a given channel node. 

Further, the designer can compute the critical path of the system. This path 

tells the designer the path through the task graph that controls the timing of 

the entire system. From this path, the designer can determine implementations 
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for a particular equivalence class of channels that would not satisfy the timing 

constraints of the entire system. The designer can also use the slack times in 

the task graph to model a slower, and maybe cost effective, implementation of 

communication along the non-critical paths in order to reduce the net cost of the 

system. 

An important fact to note here is that at this stage, we have no implemen

tation in mind for any of the tasks in the task graph. We have only modeled 

the communication between tasks and allowed sharing of communication chan

nels. Using this high-level representation and abstraction, we have been able to 

characterize communication channels and analyze their timing requirements. The 

next step is to develop specific implementations that meet the timing requirements 

of the system. 

5.2 The dashboard controller example 

In Figure 5.2, we present the task graph of the dashb<?ard controller, which is 

taken from [Bea97]. The functionality of these tasks dictates that task h (the LCD 

display driver) is OR/skipped/disjoint. The other tasks are all AND/unskipped 

tasks. The speedometer (task d) registers vehicle speed in the range of 0-260 kmph, 

where any speed value less than 5 kmph is regarded as zero. The odometers (tasks 

i and j) register distance traveled at increments of 0.1 km starting from O·km. The 

trip odometer can sometimes be reset by the driver. The dashboard controller gets 

four pulses from task a for every rotation of the tire. The tire travels 0.66 meters 

per rotation. 
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The timing constraints on the dashboard controller are all in the form of rate 

constraints. In Figure 5.2, the tasks with a rate constraint are identified using a 

self-loop. We now specify these rate constraints in terms of period intervals for 

easy reference later and also depict them in the figure. Task a generates a pulse 

for every 1/4 rotation, i.e., a pulse when the vehicle travels 0.66/4 m. As the 

vehicle's speed is between 5 kmph and 260 kmph, the smallest and the largest 

time separation between two consecutive pulses are (0.66/4)/260 ?-nd (0.66/4)/5, 

respectively. This corresponds to a period interval of Ta = [2.28, 118.80] ms for 

task a. Note that task a resides in the system's environment i.e., it is an input 

task and it drives the entire system, so its rate constraint (an input rate constraint 

of the system) is known to hold by the rate derivation algorithm). 

The rate constraints for the other tasks are computed as follows: Task d 

(the speedometer) consists of two coils and a magnetized needle. The speedometer 

should get its inputs at a rate of at least 100 Hz to drive these coils [Bea97]. 

This means that Td ~ 10 ms. Tasks i and j are the odometers that register the 

increments of 0.1 km. If the vehicle travels at a speed of v kmph, it takes 0.1/v h 

for it to travel 0.1 km. So it takes at least 0.1/260 h = 1.38 sand at most 0.1/5 h = 

72 s. Naturally, it should not take much longer time for the odometers to register 

this increment. Consequently, both odometers have the same timing behavior, and 

their period interval is ~ = Tj = [l.38, 72] s. 

In this analysis, we have not assumed any channel delays, incorporating them 

into the period of the task itself. In the next section, we present the second 

refinement pass for the dashboard controller design where we extract the channel 
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delay from the tasks into intermediate channel nodes in the task graph and use 

canonical tokens to get CTPI for various channel nodes. 

5.2.1 Modeling Channels for the Dashboard Controller 

Let us now consider the case when we try to share the implementation of 

channels (c, b) and (d, f) as shown in Figure 5.3. A new node q is used to represent 

the two channels. Notice that by exposing the channel delays in intermediate 

channel nodes, we have removed the timing constraints of the particular task from 

the problem of sharing the standard bus among two different tasks. 

We can attempt to analyze the impact of sharing some standard bus be

tween tasks c and d and tasks f and d by using RADHA to analyze the timing 

of the system. We can also simulate a model of some s.tandard bus by plugging it 

into our system simulation model or generate test-bench data for the bus model 

from our timing simulation model. The canonical tokens and CTPI allow us to 

analyze various implementations of channels that will meet the system require

ments. Chapter 6 discusses some methods to model the ·timing of the channels 

using a hardware description language (HDL) by generating HDL code from our 

task graph representation. 

5.3 Summary 

We have shown how we can abstract the implementation of the communi

cation delays using intermediate channel nodes and canonical tokens. We have 
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also shown that we can categorize channels into an equivalence class in order to 

share their implementation. Channel delays in each equivalence class can be mod

eled using a channel node in the graph and delay of the canonical token. Our 

work attempts to characterize the scenarios that arise from sharing communica

tion channels among one implementation model. We believe that from this work, 

we can generate behavioral models for communication protocols that can encap

sulate communication in a complex embedded real-time system a~ the same time 

deliver the performance required by the system. The metric CTPI enables the 

designer to pick the implementation for channels that satisfy the system's timing 

constraints. 
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Figure 5.1: Rate Analysis for Channels. (A) Simple case - no sharing. (B) Sharing 
non-adjacent channels. ( C) Sharing of two adjacent channels create a hierarchy 
and the constraints on the lower level (SCC) in the hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.2: The graph for the dashboard controller. It consists of the task for the 
speedometer and two odometers. Each task with a self-loop has a period interval 
required by the environment. These intervals are also shown in the figure. 
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to share the implementation of channels e(b, c) and e( d, f). (b) Channel node q 
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Chapter 6 

Process Tillling Silllulation 

In this chapter, we present a case for the extraction of a simulation model 

from the task graph model. We call this model process timing simulation. This 

model separates protocol from the functionality of a particular node of the task 

graph. This property is a direct consequence of the task graph model since it does 

not have detailed task functionality, specifying instead only its token behavior. 

This implies that we can now simulate the timing behavior of the system with a 

minimal description of the system's fonctionality. We use the dashboard controller 

as an example to illustrate our methodology. 

6.1 Need for Simulation 

In this section, we present a simple example of a node in the task graph 

model whose rate of execution as produced by RADHA-RATAN is not tight. This 

suggests that in order to generate a tighter bound on the rate and the period for 

the node, we need to simulate the performance of that node within a simulation 

environment. We propose a simulation model for the generalized task graph called 

process timing simulation. 
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6.1.1 Control Nodes 

Consider the graph in Figure 6.1 which shows node k that receives an inputs 

from its predecessors i and j. When node k executes, tokens emanate from it to 

its successor nodes l and m. Let us assume that node k is of type OR/u/d, just 

like the channel nodes from Chapter 5. The control based functionality of node k 

is as follows: if it receives tokens that enable it from node i it merely transports 

those tokens for onto node l and when it receives tokens that enable it from node 

j it transports those tokens to node m. Notice that this functionality is identical 

to that of the special channel nodes. 

Now, let us look at how RADHA-RATAN analyzes these nodes. RADHA

RATAN assumes that node k generates tokens on both outgoing edges at the end 

of one execution cycle of node k. In the GTG model, we assume that some of these 

tokens are actual data tokens whereas some are control tokens. In other words, 

if node k was triggered by tokens from i, data tokens were sent to l, whereas 

control tokens were sent to m which are dummy tokens telling m to do nothing. 

This assumes that m has enough intelligence built into its functionality so that 

it can distinguish between data tokens and control tokens. However, this effect 

is cumulative, since now all nodes within the fan-in of node k must have the 

intelligence to distinguish between control and data tokens passed to them from 

their predecessors. Further, the rates of the nodes in the fan-in of node k as 

computed by RADHA-RATAN are pessimistic. 

Definition 6.1 We define control nodes as those nodes whose functionality de

pends on either the channel on which their enabling tokens came from or whose 

functionality depends on the value within a token. 



Tokens from node i go to node 1 
Tokens from node j go to node m 

OR/s/d node 

Control node : functionality depends on which 
channel tokens came from or 
the value within the token 

Figure 6.1: Example of Control Node 
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Channel nodes described in Chapter 5 are control nodes. The rate analysis 

for this type of node as provided by algorithms RADHA-RATAN are pessimistic 

as best and the rate analysis for the successor nodes of control nodes change dy-

namically. In order to better understand the timing behavior of these nodes, it is 

essential to perform a simulation of the complete system (task graph) at this stage 

in the design process. 
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6.2 Process Timing Model 

The rate derivation algorithms derives a time budget for each task in the 

task graph. Hence, we know the timing constraints that each internal as well as 

input and output tasks should obey. Also, from the task graph, we know the 

input/output characteristics of each task in terms of the token usage. These two 

can be combined to define a high-level process timing model for t~e system. 

Definition 6.2 The process timing model is the generalized task graph that has 

been annotated with the rates and periods as generated by RADHA-RATAN. 

The semantics of this model are identical to the semantics of the task graph 

model: nodes are classified according to their behavior based on the tokens they 

receive from their predecessors. The only difference is the amount of time that 

expires between successive executions of the functionality of a node. That time 

is now governed by the period generated by RADHA-RATAN. Recall that at this 

stage in the design process, we do not know the complete functionality of each node 

in the GTG model. All we know is that they compute some function that generates 

the tokens along its outgoing channels. This timing model can be si~ul.ated to 

evaluate the system's performance characteristics, which we call process timing 

simulation. This type of simulation can be used to gain insight into the timing 

behavior of the system as well as validate many timing tradeoffs. It is also a method 

to quickly prototype the system at the very early stages in the design cycle. 

Process timing simulation is different from functional simulation: functional 

simulation assumes that the internals details of tasks are known, whereas timing 

simulation does not. Timing simulation merely assumes that the functionality, 
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whatever it be, is performed within a specified period of time. In other words, 

process timing simulation ensures that the protocol, as specified by the task graph 

token exchange model functions correctly within the times specified by RADHA

RATAN. Timing simulation can also be used to generate more realistic rates for 

control nodes. This procedure, however, is completely manual. The designer has 

to manually reduce the rate obtained by RADHA-RATAN and check if the system 

continues to function correctly, as described by the simulation. 

6.2.1 Code Generation 

We believe that the process timing model can be implemented within any 

event or cycle based simulator. These simulators are typically used to describe 

systems whose subcomponents execute concurrently. Examples of such simulators 

are ModSim, EventStar, etc. There are also simulators that are built to model 

and simulate hardware, which also has subcomponents that execute in parallel. 

Examples of such simulators build on general purpose programming languages 

like C and C++ are Cynlib [cyn99], SystemC [sys99], CSim [Csi], etc. Special 

languages like Verilog [ver] and VHDL [vhd] have also been used for .hardware 

modeling and simulation. In this dissertation, we use only on simulators built on 

general purpose programming languages, more specifically Cynlib from CynApps. 

However, the process timing model can be implemented within almost any event 

based simulator. We choose Cynlib since it publicly available and contai~s all the 

constructs needed to model the semantics of a process timing model. 

We now describe transformations that can be applied to the generalized task 

graph model that convert it to any modeling language. In this case, we use Cynlib 
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- a c++ class library built on top of c++ that provides a cycle-accurate simulator 

as well as the constructs needed to describe input/output behavior. 

There are two ways to enable a task: 

Using enabling tokens: Recall that a task needs enabling tokens to get enabled. 

These tokens are generated by the task's predecessor. While the tokens arrive, 

they are stored in a token queue. This queue is either used or flushed based on 

the specific functionality of the task. Once all the tokens that are required to 

enable a task have been received, the task executes its functionality, putting 

out tokens to its successors. We use this approach to generate a HDL code 

that can be simulated for the task graph model without annotating it with 

rates and periods obtained from RADHA-RATAN. 

Using execution rates: Once we have used RADHA-RATAN to generate the rate 

at which a task has to operate, we can make sure that the task tries to execute 

its functionality at specific periods of time by checking its input queue for 

the number of tokens needed to enable it. This approach assumes that all 

the tasks operate within the rate intervals specified by RADHA-RATAN. We 

use this approach to validate the timing behavior of the system, l}y making 

sure that the system performs its functionality within the rates specified by 

RADHA-RATAN. 

We now show how each task as classified by the generalized task graph model 

can be transformed to a Cynlib module to enable simulation. Note that each token 

has to be specified for each channel. The tokens may be different for each channel, 

but it has to be specified in order to generate the appropriate representation for 

it. 
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In order to simplify our transformations, we will consider a task (node) that 

has only two predecessors as well as two successors. The general case of arbitrary 

predecessors and successors can be handled similarly. Further, let us assume that 

each token from predecessor 1 is m bits wide and each token along predecessor 2 is 

n bits wide. Further, this particular needs k tokens from predecessor 1 and l tokens 

from predecessor 2. We present the code generated for an AND/unskipped node. 

Code generated for the remaining task graph nodes can be found ~n Appendix A. 

AND /unskipped (AND /u) : This is when the task waits for all its predecessors 

before starting its execution and uses the tokens from all its predecessors 

Here is the Cynlib module for this type of task. 

class AND_u : class CynModule { 

II local variables 

In<m> tk_pred_1; 

In<n> tk_pred_2; 

Out<p> tk_succ_1; 

Out<q> tk_succ_2; 

Uint<m> queue_pred_1[k]; 

Uint<n> queue_pred_2[1]; 

int pred_1_cnt; 

int pred_2_cnt; 

II constructor 

AND_u(''char *name'', In<1> mclk, 

In<m> mtk_pred_1, In<n> mtk_pred_2, 

Out<p> mtk_succ_1, Out<q> mtk_succ_2) 



: :CynModule(name) { 

II Initialize counters 

pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt O; 

II Bind the ports 

CynBind(clk, mclk); 

CynBind(tk_pred_1, mtk_pred_1); 

CynBind(tk_pred_2, mtk_pred_2); 

CynBind(tk_succ_1, mtk_succ_1); 

CynBind(tk_succ_2, mtk_succ_2); 

II Sensitivity 

execute_on(&and_u_behv, ''+'',elk); 

}; 

II functionality of ANDlu behav 

void and_u_behv() { 

if (Changed(tk_pred_1)) { 

queue_pred_1[pred_1_cnt++] 

} 

if (Changed(tk_pred_2)) { 

queue_pred_2[pred_2_cnt++] 

} 

tk_pred_1; 

tk_pred_2; 

if (pred_1_cnt == m && pred_2_cnt 1) { 

pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt = O; 

task_function(queue_pred_1, queue_pred_2); 

output_tokens(); 

65 
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} 

} 

}; 

6.2.2 Scenarios for process timing simulation of channels 

We can generate behavioral level description for a task w~thout knowing 

its internal operations. In addition to the task, we can also generate behavioral 

descriptions for each channel node in the system. The behavior of each channel is 

quite simple: it receives a token from its predecessor, waits (simulating the channel 

delay) and delivers its token to its successor. If the channel is being shared by 

various tasks, it must make sure that it delivers the token to its rightful owner. 

Scenario 1 

For example, the "wheel pulses" task (task a) has a period interval of Ta = 

[2.28, 118.80] ms, which is derived by knowing that the vehicle travels at a speed in 

the range of 5-260 km/h. The rate derivation algorithm derives the perio.d interval 

for the other tasks using Ta. 

To understand the timing behavior under typical operating conditions, sim

ulation is necessary. Assume that under a typical driving scenario the vehicle's 

driver decides between acceleration, deceleration, and changes speed in a uni

formly distributed manner. We assume the acceleration and deceleration periods 

are normally distributed with a mean of 20 sand a standard deviation of 1 s. We 

assume the acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle is such that it takes 10 s for 
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Figure 6.2: Comparisons of distance traveled by the car as displayed by the life 
odometer under a typical driving scenario and when we pick the latency of tasks f 
and g uniformly from the interval [l.38, 71.99]. The fewer number of data· points 
indicates that we have token loss, and the distance traveled is incorrect when we 
reduce the latencies of tasks f and g. 

the vehicle to have a speed increment of 100 km/h. These are normally distributed 

such that the time to get this speed increment has a mean of 10 s and a standard 

deviation of 4 s. We assume the vehicle will not accelerate and decelerate con-

stantly. We also assume that it will not change its speed for twice as long as the 

acceleration/ deceleration period. We prevent the car going above 80 km/h. These 

restrictions are placed in a test bench file that drives the generation of the wheel 

pulses. We now describe two cases with these simulation parameters. 

Case 1: In this scenario, we wish to determine the rate at which tasks f and 

g should run so that we can ascertain their latencies. From our analysis results, 

we know that tasks f and g will have a period interval of [l.38, 71.990] s, so their 

latency should be at most 1.38 s. Once the latencies have been determined, we 

can impose a timing requirement on the specific implementation of tasks f and g. 
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the speed of the car when we pick the latency of task c from a 
uniform distribution in the interval [4.46, 237.60] s versus the speed during a typical 
driving scenario. The token loss is indicated by the fact the we have lesser data 
points and the displayed speed is incorrect when we vary the latency of task c. If 
there were no token loss, we would expect identical speed values in both cases. 

To validate the latencies with timing simulation, we chose the latency of tasks f 

and g such that they are uniformly distributed within the interval [l.38, 71.990]. 

A timing simulation of the system, with these parameters for tasks f and g, 

reveals that these tasks are slower than required. The system drops almost 1/4 of 

the tokens that should reach the odometers. Figure 6.2 illustrates this. scenario:. 

it displays the number of tokens that get registered at the life and trip odometers 

under a typical driving scenario (presented above) and when the latency of tasks 

f and g are drawn uniformly from the interval [l.38, 71.99]. This shows that the 

latency of both tasks has to be 1.38 s, otherwise we will drop tokens and report 

the distance traveled incorrectly (Note that the distances traveled as reported by 

the life odometer is different). 
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Case 2: From our analysis results, we know that task c will have a period 

of 250 ms. Since it may take at most 237.6 s for task b to produce a token for task 

c, any latency of less than 237.6 s for task c will result in loss of tokens. In order 

to validate this, we draw the latency of task c uniformly from (4.46, 237.60) s, and 

see that the system drops many tokens. Figure 6.3 illustrates this scenario, and 

compares it with the timing simulation of the dashboard controller under. a typical 

driving scenario. 

From these examples it is clear that multiple system design scenarios can 

explored via simulation using rate derivation and task structuring. In this way, a 

designer can get a preliminary idea of the system's performance and validate the 

system's timing prior to detailed implementation. Further, detailed implementa

tion can now be timing driven as well as shown in the first scenario. 

6.2.3 Scenario 2 

For the dashboard controller, we generated Cynlib code for each task and 

decided to model the delay of channel e(b, c) using node q: We must validate that 

token delivery delay does not violate the timing constraints of the speedometer'. 

Since the sets of tasks a, b, c, and d are pipelined, we must ensure that the delivery 

of tokens is done in a timely manner and that tokens are not lost. We choose 

various delivery delays for channel e(b, c): 1 µsecs, 10µ secs, 100µ secs, 10 ms 

and 11 ms. For each delay value, we found that the speedometer's response time 

decreased. -yve lost no tokens, except in the case when the delivery delay was 11 

ms. This was obvious since the rate of the speedometer is 10 ms and we are now 

delaying tokens in the channel for much longer than specified. 
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We decided to share the channels e(c, d) and d(j, h) using a node q. We 

choose various delivery delays for node q: 1 µ secs, 10µ secs, 100µ secs, lOms 

and 11ms. For each delay value the response time of the speedometer decreases 

which was expected. When the delay was 11ms, we experienced a loss of tokens 

to the speedometer which was expected since at low speeds the latency of node c 

is in the interval [4.56, 237.6] ms and it produces 24 tokens to ensure that task 

d's rate is lOms. Also, the distance traveled by the trip odometer ~nd the lifetime 

odometer began to differ by small increments: this was expected since we were 

taking different times to deliver tokens to h from nodes f and g. Analytically, the 

rate interval for node q is [0.189 + d, 8.989 + d] milliseconds when the channel 

delay is d ms. The process timing simulation tells us that we can tighten the_ delay 

bound for the channel to only 10 milliseconds. At tighter lower bounds, we begin 

to loose tokens at the speedometer. 

Further, we identified a canonical token for node q to be a byte (we could 

have chose an integer, if we wanted to), as a result, we get a CTPI for node q to 

be [0.0474, 2.475] bytes per millisecond since we are transporting an integer token 

across channels e(c, d) and e(f, h). This is the worst case CTPI, since we have 

chosen the interval with the delay of node q to be 10 ms, the least it can be without· 

token loss. Any implementation that falls within these timing requirements will 

satisfy the systems' timing constraints. One such implementation is a CAN bus. 

Notice that we have reduced the problem of integrating the implementation 

of the shared channel node into a detailed simulation of the entire system to using 

the timing simulation to interact as the test bench of the implementation. In this 
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way, we can simulate typical scenarios for the system at the behavioral level and 

achieve good simulation performance. 

6.3 Summary 

In this Chapter, we have shown that the generalized task graph model can 

be mapped to any event or cycle simulator. Within this simulation environment, 

we can insert timing budgets as obtained from RADHA-RATAN. This enables a 

system level simulation without specifying the detailed functionality of each node 

within the generalized task graph. Simulation also allows us to obtain tighter 

timing budgets on the functionality of "control nodes" . 



Chapter 7 

Po-wer Analysis 

In this Chapter, we discuss the second part of this dissertation: Analysis 

of power dissipation. Power dissipation in a VLSI system is a primary design 

consideration. In the design of portable computing devices, greater attention has 

to be paid to power estimation and management techniques. Over the past few 

years, methods to estimate and minimize power in the design of circuits have 

been reported. Several excellent reviews of power minimization techniques are 

presented by Pedram [Ped96], Devadas and Malik [DM95], Chandrakasan and 

Brodersen [CB95], Najm [Naj94] and Luca [BM97]. 

Low power VLSI design can be achieved at various levels of abstraction during 

the design process. These include the system level, behavioral level, the RTL level, 

and the gate level. Most techniques in the literature are focused at minimizing 

power at the RTL level. This chapter focuses on the problem at the system level. 

As mentioned earlier, an embedded system is typically reactive and real

time in nature: it continually reacts to the stimuli coming from its environment 

and performs this interaction under timing constraints. This interaction causes 

the system to dissipate power in order to service the request. The inter-arrival 

time between requests is typically unknown and may not fall into any well known 
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statistical distributions. That is, the requests typically arrive unpredictably and 

are not drawn from any known probability distribution. Therefore, a good power 

management strategy would selectively turn on and turn off the system to minimize 

the overall power consumption based on the arrival of the requests. This is also 

referred to as "gating" of the subsystem based on its usage. In order for an 

algorithm to always dissipate the minimum possible amount of power, it will have 

to know the inter-arrival times between requests ahead of time. _Further, during 

system level design, the internals of the system under consideration are not known. 

In order to determine an effective power management strategy for such a system, 

we assume that at least one power metric of the system is known: the ratio of the 

idle and the startup power dissipation. In this chapter, we discuss strategies that 

selectively shutdown subsystems and turn them back on when needed. 

Such shutdown (or gating) strategies are most effective if they are designed 

for subsystems that dissipate the most amount of power. The identification of such 

power critical subsystem has been discussed in Chapter 3. In the next section, we 

provide some background on shutdown strategies and review previous work done 

in this area. 

7.0.1 Background and Previous Work 

There are essentially two kinds of power management strategies: non-adaptive 

and adaptive. Typically, power management creates sleep states with various 

levels of power savings and delay overheads which can be externally controlled. 

Typically, power management algorithms are carried out based on the following 

strategy: go to sleep after the system has been idle for a period of time. Algorithms 
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that statically compute the sleep states based on the properties of the system 

and do not change when the requests are received are called non-adaptive algo

rithms. Adaptive power management algorithms dynamically determine the time 

after which the system shuts down as the system is servicing requests. Intuitively, 

we would expect adaptive algorithms to perform better than non-adaptive ones. 

Using heuristic algorithms, all previous works have experimentally shown _that this 

intuition holds. 

This chapter builds upon earlier works on power management strategies 

[SCB96, HW97, PBBM98, US96]. Srivastava et al. (SCB96] conducted an ex

tensive analysis on different system shutdown approaches. They have proposed an 

adaptive shutdown algorithm for power saving of event-driven systems. They first 

collected sample traces of on-off activity on an X-server, then they proposed two 

adaptive shutdown formulas based on the analysis of the sample traces: one using 

a general regression-analysis technique to correlate the length of the upcoming idle 

period and the second based on on-off activity behavior. These results demon

strated experimentally that adaptive shutdowns can reduce power dissipation in 

systems. 

This result was followed up by Hwang and Wu [HW97]. Their analysis 

adapted the exponential-average approach [PS88] used in the CPU scheduling 

problem for the prediction of idle periods. They proposed an algorithm using 

two new strategies: prediction-miss correlation and pre-wakeup. The most signifi

cant contribution of this work is that these methods were independent of the traces 

obtained for the system under consideration. However, in the absence of analysis 

of the algorithm, it is not clear how close their results are to the optimal solution. 
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Further, their algorithm may not be adapted to hardware systems since it requires 

expensive computation resources that may not be available. 

More recently, Paleologo et al. [PBBM98] proposed adaptive power manage

ment algorithms for embedded systems by modeling the problem as a stochastic op

timization problem. They use a laptop's disk drive as an embedded system [ibm96] 

and using the Auspex file traces [aus93] they generate a Markov model using an 

exponential distribution as the base distribution. However, their assumption that 

the time between the arrival of two consecutive inputs are exponentially distributed 

is not fully justified and may not always hold in view of significant correlation in 

inter-access times. As a result, their model is only as good as (a) the distribution 

they assume describes the traces and (b) the traces themselves. There has also 

been work on modelling the dynamic power management problem using stochastic 

methods [QP99, QWP99]. These papers also assume that the inter-arrival times 

between requests is exponentially distributed which eases the analysis but seldom 

occurs in real-life applications. 

None of these papers model the effects of power management on the latency 

of the system. In [HW97], the authors indicate that latency incurred due to the 

power management algorithm is a critical design parameter, however, they do 

not model it in their analysis. We, too, believe that latency is a critical design 

parameter that the system designer must account for while designing a system 

that has strict timing requirements. The system designer has to manage latency 

as well as dissipate as little power as possible. Also, most of the previous work 

done in this area does not account for the service time of a request while modeling 

the problem. 
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One of the problems with existing heuristics is the lack of indicators on how 

close these heuristics are to the optimal solutions, the complexity of the optimal 

solution or an understanding of why some heuristics perform better than others. 

Another problem is that many of these heuristics are dependent on the input 

distributions: they have been generated by examining trace patterns of several ex

perimental examples. In this chapter, we attempt to develop a framework within 

which these heuristics can be analyzed and propose algorithms th.at are indepen

dent of the input distribution or can adapt dynamically to the input distribution. 

This framework is based on the notion of competitive analysis. 

An important issue when designing power management algorithms is their 

effect on latency. In [HW97], the authors experimentally determine the latency 

that is incurred by software systems for which power management strategies have 

been defined. However, their results cannot be generalized and applied to other 

systems, especiallly hardware systems where the latency is a critical design param

eter. In this chapter, we establish an upper bound on the latency incurred by a 

system for which a shut off power management stragegy has been designed. We 

show that this bound is achieved if the system is shut down even once, thereby 

proving that this bound is very realistic and will occur in practice. 

In this Chapter, we introduce a formal analysis technique called competitive 

analysis to the power management problem. Competitive analysis, as applied to 

power management, does not depend on trace patterns and can be used to formally 

analyze the performance of existing heuristics. Using this technique, we can prove 

bounds on the power dissipation achieved by a power management algorithm. We 

then present an optimal ·non-adaptive online algorithm. Next, we present a lower 
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bound on power reduction achievable for any adaptive online algorithm. We show 

that no adaptive online algorithm can dissipate less than about 1.6 times the power 

dissipated by the optimal offiine algorithm in the worst case. We also show that 

in order for any online algorithm to achieve ·this lower bound, it may have to 

maintain a complete history of the inter-arrival times of the requests in the input 

sequence. Since this is not practical, we present a simple algorithm that uses only 

the last inter-arrival time to predict the arrival of the next reques~. We show that 

this algorithm performs as well as the heuristics, but we can bound its worst case 

performance. Futher, our analysis shows that in order to design aggressive power 

management strategies, system designers will have to budget greater resources 

towards power management. 

To test the performance of all the proposed algorithms and compare their 

performance against previously propose heuristics, we use the disk drive [ibm96] 

of a laptop computer as an embedded system. We compared our algorithms with 

Hwang and Wu's heuristic algorithm [HW97] which is the most comprehensive 

algorithm that does not depend on the input sequence patterns. 

7.1 Problem Definition 

Given an embedded system, design a power management strategy for the 

system. The system receives service requests online: the requests are not known 

in advance and do not necessarily fall into any well known distribution pattern. 

Each service request, j, comes with a service time, dj, that is also not known in 

advance and could potentially vary from request to request. Requests are handled 
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in a first-come-first-served manner. The system must be working on some request 

as long as there are requests waiting in the system. If there are no requests waiting 

for the system, the system can be shut down during this idle period. If there are no 

requests waiting for the system and the system is off then when a request arrives, 

the system must be turned on immediately in order to service the newly arrived 

request. Initially, we address only the two state model, where the system is either 

active or shutdown. We address the multi-state case later in this 9hapter. 

Definition 7 .1 The system dissipates Er units of energy during revival called re-

vival energy. 

Definition 7.2 The system takes Tr units of time for revival called revival time. 

During this time, the system expends energy at an average rate of Pr, called 

the average revival power to go from the shut off state to a state where it can start 

servicing requests. 

Definition 7 .3 The average revival power, Pr of the system is the average rate at 

which energy is dissipated during revival. Hence, 

?, _ dEr]Tr 
r - dt 0 

Let us assume that the average power dissipated by the system when idle is 

Pi. Let us assume that Pr > ~. This implies that turning the machine on requires 

more power per unit time than leaving the machine in the on state. 

Definition 7.4 Let 

(7.1) 

k is defined as the power-down-threshold. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we assume that k is an integer as indicated by 

the ceiling operator. The effects of this assumption are explained in detail in 

section 7.3.4. 

In our analysis, k is an important metric: it is the length of time such that if 

the system is idle for time k, the energy that is expended is the same as the energy 

required to revive the system from the powered down state. Note that if latency 

considerations are ignored, then if a given idle period is less than k, the optimal 

algorithm will remain powered up for the duration of the idle period. If the idle 

period is greater thank, the optimal algorithm will power down at the beginning 

of the idle period. Of course, an online algorithm will not know the length of an 

idle period when it begins since it will not know the time of arrival of tlie next 

request. The notion of an online algorithm is explained next. 

Definition 7.5 We say that an algorithm is online if it operates without knowledge 

of the arrival time or service requirements of future requests. 

In other words, it does not depend on the complete data set to make its 

decisions: decisions are made based on data that has already arrived and the 

decisions making process is changed as the historical data changes. 

Our goal will be to minimize the total power consumption. At the same 

time, we would like to guarantee an upper bound on the latency of any request 

which enters the system. Further, the power management strategy should reflect 

the effects of implementations in hardware as well as software. 

In this Chapter, we discuss power management strategies with the assump

tion that requests are serviced instantaneously. Hence, we do model service times 
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in our analysis. In Chapter 8, we model service times for requests and present the 

effects of modeling service times on the power management algorithms discussed 

here. 

7.2 Competitive Analysis 

Consider decisions that depend on future events of which the decision maker 

has only partial knowledge. As there is no certain method to determine the future, 

such decisions are taken online. A common approach to solve an online problem 

is to assume that the future events are distributed according to some, known or 

unknown, probability distribution and to devise a decision mechanism whose ex

pected (average) performance is maximized subject to these assumptions. The 

following are some examples of online problems: (a) r~place algorithms for main

taining a cache, (b) load balancing in a distributed environment, (c) buying and 

selling stock in the stock market to maximize gains. 

Under the assumption that there is some underlying probability distribu

tion which governs future events, one might try to "learn" these distributions so_ 

as to improve the decisions, as time goes by. This approach assumes that the 

real-life problems fall into some distribution that can be learned. An alternative 

approach to solving online problems, called competitive analysis has been consid

ered by computer scientists in recent years. Sleator and Tarjan [ST85b) introduced 

the idea in the context of dynamic data structures. The competitive analysis ap

proach analyzes an online algorithm under the worst case input for the algorithm. 

The performance of the online strategy (algorithm), which has no knowledge of 
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the future events, is compared with that of an optimal offiine strategy (adversary) 

which has complete knowledge of the future and operates optimally based on this 

information. Competitive analysis has been used as a technique to analyze vari

ous on-line problems [ST85b, ST85a, Rag91, EYK93, BFR92, EYFKT92]. Since 

its introduction, competitive analysis has been successfully used to analyze on

line algorithms in various areas of computer science: scheduling, graph .coloring, 

robot motion planning, computational finance [EYFKT92, EYK9~], graph match

ing, k-server, and file access and allocation in distributed systems [BFR92]. In 

this Chapter, we use competitive analysis to estimate the power dissipation in an 

embedded system. 

Competitive analysis has been used in the analysis of the spin-block prob

lem [RMLS94, KMRS88]. The spin-block problem refers to the problem of deter

mining how long to let the disk of a computer should spin before blocking it. The 

power problem is a little different from the spin-block since the issue of latency 

does not exist in the spin-block problem. 

Consider a fixed non-null sequence, er, of inputs to an embedded system. 

Let C opt (er) denote the minimum power that an off-line algorithm (adversary) can 

dissipate on this sequence, and let Cs (er) denote the power dissipated by an online 

algorithm Son the same sequence. 

Definition 7.6 The algorithm, S is said to be r-competitive, if for all values of 

inputs, 

Cs (er) ::; r · C opt (er) (7.2) 

Then, the competitive ratio is defined to be the smallest r such that the algorithm 

is r- compeititive. 
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Definition 7. 7 

We are interested in finding the algorithm S that minimizes the competitive 

ratio. The competitive ratio as a measure for online algorithms was first introduced 

in [ST85b J. We assume that a adversary generates the input sequence to the 

algorithm S, based only on the description of the problem. Intuitively, for our 

application, if an algorithm S that measures power dissipation is said to be r

competitive against an adversary, it means that in the worst case the algorithm 

would dissipater times as much power as the optimal offline algorithm. 

In order to simplify our analysis for the adaptive algorithms, first we assume 

that the requests are serviced instantaneously. This implies that for request j, 

the service time di is zero. In Chapter 8, we show that relaxing this assumption 

causes the algorithms based on this assumption to perform poorly. We present a 

theoretical analysis of these results as well. 

7.3 An Optimal Non-Adaptive Power Management 

Algorithm 

In this section, we present a non-adaptive online algorithm for power man

agement. For non-adaptive algorithms, the service times for a particular job is of 

no consequence. The main strategy is to wait for a particular threshold of idle 

time before shutting down the system. We establish a lower bound on the compet

itive ratio for any non-adaptive deterministic online algorithm, then show that the 

propose algorithm achieves this lower bound thereby proving that our algorithm is 
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Algorithm NON ADAPTIVE: 

(1) if (idle_state) then 

(2) idle_intervals = idle_intervals + 1; 

(3) if (idle_interval > k) then 

(4) shutdown 

Figure 7.1: The optimal non-adaptive online algorithm. The algorithms enters the 
idle state if it has no request to service during a basic unit of time. 

optimal. We note that this problem is identical to the ski-rental problem discussed 

in [EYKL94] and its solution is typically presented as an introduction to online 

algorithms and competitive analysis. 

7.3.1 The Algorithm 

To simplify the analysis, we normalize the revival power such that Pr is 

dissipated in a single time unit rather than in time L. This is an important 

assumption since it now ties the latency of the system into the power dissipated 

by it during revival. Hence, Pr is the energy dissipated during revival and revival 

takes place in one time unit. Now, let us assume 

k= r~ l (7.3) 

for some integer k 2 1. As a result, we will now assume that the system 

under consideration can react to its input requests only on integer boundries. In 

other words, we have quantized time into integer units. Now, the shut off strategy 

is simple: wait for k - 1 idle time units and then shut down the system. If a 

service request arrives before on or before k - 1 time units, the system is not 
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shut down, otherwise it is shut down after k - 1 time units. Let us denote this 

deterministic online strategy by NONADAPTIVE as shown in Figure 7.1. It says, 

when the system is in the idle state (variable idle_state is true), it counts the 

number of idle intervals. When the number of idle-intervals is greater than or equal 

to k, the system shuts off. 

adversary powers 
down 

idle period >= 5 

adversary powers 
down 

idle period < 4 
1----i 

idle period >= 5 

job k arrives 
I 1 \ job L arrives j 

algorithm powers 
down job k+2 arrives algorithm powers 

job k+ 1 arrives down 

Figure 7.2: The behavior of the algorithm and the optimal adversary on an input 
sequence. Since the adversary knows the input sequence ahead of time) the adver
sary can power down immediately when the next request is at least k (in this case 
we have chosen k = 4) units away. The algorithm on the other hand) has to wait 
in the idle state till it becomes advantageous to power down. We assume for the 
sake of simplicity that jobs are serviced instantaneously. 

Figure 7.3.l shows the behavior of the algorithm NONADAPTIVE as well as 

the behavior of the optimal offiine adversary on a sequence of input requests. 

7.3.2 Analysis of Algorithm 

Lemma 7.1 Algorithm NONADAPTIVE is 2 - i competitive. 

Proof of Lemma 7.1: Let us assume that n time units expire between two 

adjacent requests. This information is not known to algorithm NON ADAPTIVE. 

We merely use it for the analysis. However, since the adversary controls the se-

quence of inter-arrival times, n is determined by the adversary. If the system is 
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not shut down (n :::;; k - 1), then the off-line algorithm and the online algorithm 

dissipate the same amount of power since they both remain idle till the arrival of 

the next request. 

If the system is shut down (n > k - 1), then the algorithm NonAdaptive 

dissipates 

((k - 1) ·~)+Pr 

energy. 

The first term comes from the fact that the system was idle for (k - 1) time 

units and dissipated~ units of power in each time unit. The second term comes 

from the fact that the system was shut down and will have to be restarted to 

service requests (revival power). 

Now, 

If the system is shut down (n ~ k- l), the offline adversary has two choices: 

1. The adversary shuts the system down after some k' < n units of time. In 
this case, k' might as well be 1 since any value of k' > 1 will imply that 

the adversary dissipates more power than required. Therefore, the adversary 

shuts down the system as soon as the first idle period has been encountered 

provided that adversary knows that this idle period will be greater than k 

time units. Note that the adversary knows when the next request will arrive 

and can therefore make this choice when it is advantageous to do so. In this 
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case, the adversary dissipates 

units of energy. 

2. The adversary does not shut down the system at all. It remains idle until 

the arrival of the next request, in which case it dissipates 

units of energy. 

The ratio is maximized when the power dissipated by the two choices it has 

are equal, which gives us n = k. 

Thus, algorithm NON ADAPTIVE attains competitive ratio 

((k - 1) ·Fi)+ Pr = ((k - 1) ·Pi)+ k ·Fi = 2 _ ~ 
k·Pi k·Pi k 

II 

Note that the worst case for the algorithm is when a new request arrives just 

after the system has been powered down. 

The factor t is a consequence of the quantization of time. It is easy to see 

that if we assume that time is continuous, the competitive ratio will tend to 2 

since k will tend to infinity. Based on the kind of embedded system, hardware or 

software, we can make some assumptions about the discreteness of time which will 

effect the competitive ratio. In this Chapter, we do not consider the increase in 

latency of the system whose power we were are trying to manage in the analysis: 

we use the experimental results to reach our conclusions. 
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7.3.3 Lower Bound Proof 

In this section, we will show that algorithm NON ADAPTIVE is optimal since 

it achieves the lower bound for this problem. This involves proving a lower bound 

for competitive ratio of the problem. It is convenient to view lower arguments 

as an adversary which plays against an online algorithm. The adversary tries to 

generate a costly sequence for the algorithm while maintaining the fact that the 

sequence can be served optimally for little cost. 

Lemma 7 .2 There exists no non-adaptive deterministic algorithm that can attain 

a competitive ratio less than 2 - ~. 

Proof of Lemma 7.2: First, notice that any deterministic strategy for this 

problem is a "threshold" strategy. A solution can be completely characterized by 

specifying a threshold after which the system shuts down. Let St be any arbitrary 

deterministic strategy where the "threshold" t -=/:- k. There are two possible cases 

for analysis: 

1. t < k: St attains a competitive ratio of 

_(t_-_l_)_· P,_i_+_P,_r = l + _k _-_l > 2 
t·~ t -

2. t 2: k: St attains a competitive ratio of 

_( t_-_l_) _· P,_i_+_P,_r > ( k - 1) · Pi + Pr = 
2 

_ 2-_ 

Pr - Pr k 

Therefore, St consumes more power than algorithm NON ADAPTIVE. Since 

the choice of St was aritrary, Lemma 7.2 is proved. 

Ii 
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Theorem 7.1 Algorithm NONADAPTIVE is optimal. 

Proof of Theorem 7.1: Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.1 prove that under the 

assumption that time has been discretized, strategy NON ADAPTIVE is optimal. 

The same analysis applies under the assumption that time is continuous. 

7.3.4 Effects of Discretizing Time 

The term t occurs in the competitive ratio since we have assumed that time 

is discrete. If we assume that time is continuous, it is easy to see that the algorithm 

NON ADAPTIVE will be 2-competitive since k will tend to infinity. The discreteness 

of time has implementation implications for hardware and software systerris and 

are addressed in this section. 

In hardware systems, the system clock specifies the granularity of time for 

that system. Let us denote the period of this clock by p. As a result, we can 

measure k, the competitive ratio, as a multiple of this clock period. Let us now 

set 

k' = ~ 
p 

which causes a round-off error in the computation of k' since k' has to be an integer. 

This causes k' to differ from the correct value by one. Hence, depending on whether 

we round up or round down k', we may either over-estimate k' or under-estimate 

k' which differences in power dissipation. Further, hardware systems cafl: be shut 

off after k' ticks of the system clock. 

In software systems, however, there is no guarantee that the system ( eg. an 

X-server) can be shut off after exactly k amount of time. Software systems get shut 
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off interrupts whose arrival times could differ based on the load on the systems. As 

a result, software systems could potentially dissipate more power than hardware 

systems even though they both use the same algorithms. 

7.4 Adaptive Power Management Algorithms 

Adaptive power management algorithms change the length of the interval 

after which shutdown occurs dynamically based on past performance. Such algo

rithms typically have improved performance due to their ability to base decisions 

on the nature of the data and dynamic system behavior. To begin with, we assume 

that each inter-arrival time is independently chosen from the same distribution and 

adaptive algorithms attempt to "learn" this distribution. Further, we also assume 

that the service time for each request is negligible. In Ohapter 8, we relax this as

sumption and present experimental results that show the effect of modeling service 

times on the performance of various algorithms. 

We show analytically that the lower bound on the corp.petitive ratio for adap

tive algorithms is weaker than the lower bound on the competitive ratio for non-:

adaptive algorithms. In practice, for any adaptive algorithm to achieve the lower 

bound, it may have to keep track of the entire history of input sequences in order 

to estimate the distribution from which the input sequences arise. Since this is 

not practical, we present an algorithm that uses the last input sequence to pre

dict the next event. We also show that this algorithm is 3-competitive against 

an all knowing adversary. The analysis in this section builds upon the work of 
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Karlin, Manasse, Rudolph and Sleator [KMRS88], and specifically their formu

lation of the spin block problem [RMLS94]. We augment their theoretical work 

with experimental results as well as model the effects of latency. The authors 

in [KMRS88, RMLS94] do not model service times in their problem formulation 

or analysis. 

7.4.1 Lower Bound for any Adaptive Algorithm 

In the case of adaptive algorithms, assume that each inter-arrival time is 

independently chosen from some distribution, say II(t). Then, technically it is just 

a matter of "learning" this distribution and being able to pick the shutdown time 

using the estimator distribution. This implies that there are two subproblems to. 

solve: 

• Learn the true distribution from which the inter-arrival times are being gen-

erated. 

• Pick a shutdown time, say T. 

Let us begin by assuming that II(t) has been learned by the algorithm. 

Let CJ denote an arbitrary inter-arrival time generated from II(t). Now, let 

algorithm S shut down the system after T units of time in interval CJ. 

Theorem 7.2 No adaptive algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than 

e 
e-1' 

Proof of Theorem 7.2: 
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We prove the lower bound by showing that algorithm S can be no better 

than e~ 1 -competitive. Let k be a real number such that k = ~· Let us assume 

that the system dissipated power proportional to the time for which it is servicing 

the request and power proportional to k when it is waking up from a shutdown. 

Then the expected power dissipated by Sis 

Algorithm S has to choose values for T based on 7r(t) such that the expected energy 

dissipated is minimized. 

The optimal off-line algorithm (adversary) has 

Cop,(cr) = i : 
In other words, 

t~k 

t > k 

E[Copt(o-)] = t t. II(t)dt + L"" k. II(t)dt. 

The adversary picks the distribution, II(t), in order to maximize the competitive 

ratio and the expected energy dissipated by the algorithm: The algorithm S picks 

T to minimize the competitive ratio. 

Solving the differential equations obtained by differentiating twice with re-

spect to T, we obtain 

i 
-1 -et/k 0 < t < k 

( ) 
(e-l)k - -

7r t = 
0 otherwise 

By setting f0
00 IT(t)dt = 1, the algorithm S yields a competitive ratio of 

e 
-- ~ 1.5819767 < 1.6 
e-1 
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Since the choice of CT was arbitrary, the analysis applies to any interval in 

the request sequence. This shows that there is no algorithm that can achieve a 

competitive ratio better than e~l. 

II 

In this solution, we have given the algorithm that advantage of estimating 

II(t) exactly. However, if this is not the case, the algorithm will. not be able to 

attain the bound proved here. To estimate II( t) accurately, the optimal algorithm 

may have to maintain accurate statistics by keeping track of the history of the 

inter-arrival times of requests. A practical alternative to this algorithm is to keep 

track of the last few inter-arrival times in order to determine what to do the next 

time after a request has been serviced. Interestingly, a different version of this 

algorithm is presented by Hwang and Wu [HW97]. The authors arrive at their 

algorithm. by examining trace patterns. 

7.4.2 A 3-Competitive Adaptive Algorithm 

Figure 7 .3 outlines the algorithm. Tis computed dynamically and determine~ 

when the system will be shutdown. 

Theorem 7.3 Algorithm ADAPT is 3-competitive. 

Proof of Theorem 7.3: There are two cases to consider: (a) T < k: This 

case is identical to the deterministic case and we have shown that this approach 

achieves a competitive ratio of 2. (b) T 2: k: In this case, the previous inter-arrival 

time was greater than k, and as a result in the previous interval, the adversary 
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dissipated at least k ·I{ energy, whereas we dissipated Pr (to revive the system), 

since we shut down the system as soon as it was idle. Hence, we can add the 

power dissipated in this interval to the power dissipated by the adversary in the 

previous interval therby amortizing the power dissipated in this interval with the 

power dissipated in the previous interval. This yields an overall competitive ratio 

of 3. 111111 

This algorithm is similar to the one presented by Hwang and Wu [HW97J. 

Their algorithm is used for software systems and computes T as the cumulative 

weighted average of the previous inter-arrival times. This computation uses signif

icant hardware resources. Therefore, this strategy is not suitable for implementa

tion into hardware. Since they use a larger history of inter-arrival times to compute 

their shut down threshold, their algorithm will be more competitive than ADAPT, 

but only marginally so. The 3-competitive algorithm, ADAPT, is simple and can be 

used in both in hardware and software systems. Also, the analysis allows system 

designers to identify power critical subsystems and incorporate aggressive power 

management techniques for these systems by committing to more resources upfront 

in the system design process. 

7.5 Multiple Power Down States 

In the preceeding discussion, we have assumed that there is only one power 

down state - the power state in which the system is shut off. However, in practise, 

there could be several power states that the system could move to from the idle 
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state. Each successive power state could dissipate lesser power than the previous 

power state, but incur a larger overhead to put the system into a service state. 

7.5.1 Problem Definition 

Let us assume that there are k power down states. State 0 is the active state 

that dissipates the most amount of power and state k-1 is the state that dissipates 

the least amount of power. Let Ji (idling power) be the power dissipated in state 

i. Therefore, 

Io :2: 11 :2: 12 ... h-2 :2: h-1 

Let Ti (transition power) be the cost of moving from state i back to sfate 0. 

Therefore, the cost of transitioning from state 0, T0 = 0 and state k - 1 dissipates 

no power, i.e,, h-1 = 0. When an idle interval starts the system is in state 0. 

When the idle interval ends, the system should be in state 0 as well. The length of 

the interval is unknown as before. We classify the algorithms based on the types 

of transitions that are possible in a system. There are three types of transistions 

that we consider: 

Sequential: Only transitions from state i to state i + 1 are allowed. The cost of 

transitioning from state i to state i + 1 is Ti+i - Ti and this cost increases 

linearly with respect to i. In other words, 

Linear: Only transition from state i to state j, j > i are allowed. The cost of 

transitioning from state i to state j is Ti - Ti. Therefore it is of no advantage 
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to move to a lowered numbered state except at the end of the idle interval as 

required. 

Random: Transistion between any two states are allowed. The cost of transistion 

from one state to another is random. If we are only considering power dissi

pation, there is no incentive to transition to a higher power dissipation state 

unless the system has to go to the active state at the arrival of a new request. 

So, from the point of view of power dissipation, random transitions are not 

important. However, from a latency point of view random transitions may 

be important. In this dissertation, we do not address this case and leave it 

open. 

Our goal is to construct an online algorithm that transitions the system from 

one power state to another such that the minimum power is dissipated by the 

system during an idle period for sequential as well as Unear transitions. 

7.5.2 Sequential Transitions 

Let us discretize time, so that we have t intervals within the total i.dle period 

of time. When an idle interval starts, the algorithm is in state 0. The cost of getting 

to state i and spending the entire interval there is I0 + ... + Ii-i + Ii(t - i) +Ti. 

Now, assuming that we ended up in state k- l, the time spent in each state before 

reaching state k - 1 is t 0 , ti, ... , tk-i which are the solutions to the following set 

of equations: 

Io to 

Io+ Ii(to +ti - 1) +Ti 

Io+ Ii (to - 1) +Ti 

Io + Ii + T2 (to + ti - 2) + T2 
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Io+ ... + h-2(to + ... + tk-2) + n-2 

h-1(to +ti+ ... + tk-l - k) + n-1 

Io + ... + h-1 (to + ... + tk-2 - ( k - 1)) 

h(to + ... + tk-1 - k) + Tk 

Simplifying we get: 

Io(to - 1) 

Ii (to + ti - 2) + T1 

h-2(to + ... + tk-2 - (k - 1)) + Tk-2 

Ii(to - 1) +Ti 

h (to + t 1 - 2) + T2 

= h-1(to + ... + tk-2 - (k - 1)) + Tk-1 (7.4) 

Solutions to these equation is essentially computil;l.g the lower envelope of the 

lines 

Vj < k 

Online Algorithm 

With each power state i, we associate an interval ti for which the system 

should be in state i before transitioning to state i + 1. 

Analysis 

Just as in the two power state case, the worst case for this algorithm is when 

its performs a transition. Therefore, let us assume that the idle interval ends after 
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t = 2=}=1 for some 0 s; l < k - 1. The ratio of the offiine cost to online cost is: 

lo+li +h+ ... +l1(to+ti + ... +t1-1-(l-l))+T1 
Ioto+Iit1 + ... +l1·l+T1 

l + Io(l-to)+Ii (1-t1)+ ... +I1(to+ ... +t1_ 1 -l+l-1) 
Ioto+Iit1 + ... +l1t1+T1 

l + Io(l-to)+li (l-t1)+ ... +I1(to+ ... +t1_ 1 -l) 
loto+lit1 + ... +I1t1+T1 

Now, we have to prove that 

Io(l - to)+ li(l - tl) + ... + Iz(to + ... + tz-1 - l) 

Io+ Il + ... + Iz-1 + Iz(to + ... + tz-1 - l) 

< 2(Ioto + ... + Iz_1tz_i) + Iz + Tz 

Therefore, it suffices to prove that 

Io + Il + ... + Iz-1 + Iz (to + ... + tz-1 - l) s; Tz (7.5) 

Now, using Equation 7.4 we get 

Tz-1 - Tz = Uz-1 - Iz)(to + ... + tz-1l) 

Adding this to Equation 7.5, we get 

Io+ Il + ... +fl - l(to + tl + ... + tz-1 - ls; Tz-1 

Continuing like this, we get 
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which is true. Therefore the upper bound on the competitive ratio of algorithm 

NoNADAPTMULTILEVEL is 2. 

7.5.3 Linear Transitions , 

Let us discretize time, so that we have t intervals within the total idle period 

of time. When an idle interval starts, the algorithm is in state 0., after which it 

can jump to any interval. The cost of getting to state i and spending the entire 

interval there is Ii(t -1) +Ti. Now, assuming that we ended up in state k - l, the 

time spent in each state before reaching state k - 1 is t0 , ti, ... , tk-i which are the 

solutions to the following set of equations: 

Io to 

Ii(to +ti)+ Ti 

Iito +Ti 

I2(to +ti)+ T2 

(7.6) 

The algorithm is the same as that shown in Figure 7.4 and the analysis is 

similar as well. As a result, algorithm NoNADAPTMULTILEVEL is 2-competitive 

as well. 

7.6 Summary 

We have used competitive analysis to analyze previous "heuristic" algorithms 

for power management of embedded systems. We present a simple non-adaptive 
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algorithm that is 2-competitive and optimal. We have proved that the lower bound 

on the competitive ratio for any adaptive online algorithm attempting to solve the 

power management problem is 1.582 based on the results of Karlin et al. [RMLS94]. 

We concluded that the simple 3-competitive adaptive algorithm can be used in both 

hardware and software systems and its results are guaranteed. The analysis of 

adaptive algorithms demonstrates that designers have to commit greater resources 

to power critical subsystems so that aggressive power management algorithms can 

be used for them. We have also presented and analysed algorithms that allow for 

the system to have multiple power saving levels. 
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Algorithm ADAPT: 

(1) T = curr_arrival_time - prev_arrival_time; 

(2) if (idle_state) then 

(3) idle_intervals idle_intervals + 1; 

(4) if ( T 2: k) then 

(5) shutdown 

(6) else 

(7) if (idle_intervals > k) then 

( 8) shutdown 

Figure 7.3: The 3-competitive Non-Adaptive Algorithm For Power Management. 

Algorithm NON ADAPT MULTILEVEL: 

(1) if (idle_state) then 

(2) idle_intervals = idle_intervals + 1; 

(3) if (idle_interval 2: ti) then 

(4) move to power state i + 1; 

(5) reset idle_intervals to O; 

Figure 7.4: The optimal non-adaptive online algorithm for systems with multiple 
power states. 



Chapter 8 

Modelling Service TiITies 

The algorithms presented in chapter 7 assume that requests that arrive to 

the system are serviced instantaneously. In this chapter, we relax this assumption 

and show the effects of modeling service times on the algorithms proposed in the 

previous chapter. The first contribution of this chapter is the observation that 

a simple algorithm that shuts down the system whenever it encounters an idle 

period performs better than the adaptive algorithms in some cases. We analytically 

explain these observations. 

One side-effect of shutting down subsystems and restarting them when re

quired is an increase in the subsystems' latency. When a subsystem is shut down 

and needs to be restarted, it incurs some delay overhead before the ?ubsystem 

is initialized and is ready to service input requests. Since power management is 

needed for subsystems that are timing critical, the effect of latency arising from the 

power management scheme is crucial to the design of a system that complies with 

its timing requirements. This chapter analyzes the effects of power management 

on the latency of the system. The tradeoff between latency and power manage

ment is that the more aggressive the power management strategy, the more often 

the system is powered down which in turn increases the latency of the system. 

101 
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The latency of the system also effects the power management strategy. When re

quests for service are delayed, the intervals of time in which the system is idle can 

change. The result is that patterns in the sequence of arrivals for service which 

could previously be exploited are no longer present. This effect can be significant 

enough to change the relative performance of power management algorithms. In 

this chapter, we discuss lower bounds on the latency of subsystems in the _presence 

of power management algorithms. 

8.1 Inter-arrival Times 

Adaptive power management algorithms change the length of the threshold 

after which shutdown occurs dynamically based on past performance. Such algo

rithms typically have improved performance due to their ability to base decisions 

on the nature of the data and dynamic system behavior. Some power manage

ment algorithms have assumed that each idle period can be considered to be a 

random variable and the length of each idle period is independently and identi

cally distributed. These algorithms have attempted to learn the distribution of 

idle periods as time progresses and optimize the threshold based on the estimate 

of this distribution [KMRS88, RMLS94]. 

Other algorithms have assumed that there is significant correlation between 

the length of recent idle periods and the length of idle periods in the near future. 

These strategies use recent idle periods to predict whether the upcoming idle period 

is likely to be more or less than the parameter c derived in Section 7.1. Recall that 

c is the length of time such that if the system is idle for time c, the energy that is 
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expended is the same as the energy required to revive the system from the powered 

down state. If an online algorithm knew whether the upcoming idle period were 

going to be shorter or longer than c, it could perform optimally: if the interval is 

less than c, stay powered up, otherwise power down at the beginning of the idle 

period. Thus, given an estimate of the length of the upcoming idle period, if the 

estimate is less than c, stay powered up, if it is greater than c then power down 

immediately. If however, the algorithm chooses to stay powered up and finds that 

the idle period has lasted time c, the algorithm then powers down. This latter step 

is important in case that the idle period is extremely long. These adaptive schemes 

are very effective if the arrivals are very bursty, a property which characterizes 

many request arrival sequences. That is, the predictions are accurate if short idle 

periods tend to be followed by short idle periods and long idle periods tend to be 

followed by long idle periods. 

The ADAPT algorithm shown in Figure 7.3, uses the length of the last idle 

period to predict the length of the next idle period. The algorithm presented by 

Huang and Wu [HW97] predicts that the length of the next idle period by an 

exponentially weighted average of the lengths of the previous idle periods. None 

of the previous studies incorporates service time or power-up latency ·into their 

models. That is, they assume that these values are zero. 

Inter-arrival time is defined as the time between two consecutive arrivals 

m a sequence. We denote inter-arrival time between requests j and j + 1 as 

Ij = aj+I - aj. 

Definition 8.1 Inter-service time is defined as the time between the end of one 

request and the arrival of the beginning of the next request. 
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The adaptive algorithms described here were all introduced in the context 

where all service times and power-up times are assumed to zero. In this case, the 

length of the last idle period is the same as the last inter-service time which is also 

the same as the last inter-arrival time. Thus, it is not obvious which value to use 

with the adaptive schemes when introducing timing considerations into the model. 

Although we experimented with all three values, the results we present here use 

inter-service time since that value seems to capitalize the most o~ correlations in 

the arrival sequence. 

8.2 Experimental Results 

We use the disk drive [ibm96] in a laptop as an embedded system. We have 

obtained traces for the use of an Auspex File Server [m-1:s93] from Berkeley's NOW 

project and apply these traces as stimuli to the laptop's disk drive. This drive 

and the traces were also used in the experiments performed by [PBBM98]. The 

disk drive has the following power characteristics. Its internal clock works at 10 

microseconds. The average power dissipated in servicing any request is denoted 

by Pi = 0.85 watts. The revival power dissipated is Pr = 4.5 watts. The revival 

latency is Tr = 4 milliseconds. Using these parameters, we modeled and simulated 

the following scenarios to compute the power dissipated: 

Algorithm Optimal : This algorithm is assumed to know the sequence of arrival 

of requests and their service time, all in advance. As a result, it can make 

decisions based on knowledge of the future. The algorithm will shut down 

the system immediately if the next idle period is greater than c time units. 
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An oracle will keep the system idle if the idle period is less than c time units. 

Any proposed algorithm tries to compete with this oracle strategy. This 

oracle is also referred to as the optimal adversary since every algorithm is 

trying to achieve the results obtained by an algorithm that has knowledge of 

the future. 

Algorithm IMMEDIATE : This algorithm shuts down the system whenever it sees 

an idle period, however small and incurs the overhead cost of revival. 

Algorithm Adapt : This algorithm uses the previous inter-service, T, to predict the 

next idle period. If this value is greater than c it shuts down immediately 

assuming that the next idle time will be greater than c time units. If Tis less 

than c, it keeps the system idle for a period of c unless a new request arrives. 

Algorithm Hwang Wu : This algorithm is an adaptation of Hwang and Wu's algo

rithm [HW97]. It uses a cumulative average, T, of the inter-service times to 

predict the next idle period. If T is greater than c, it shuts the system off as 

soon as an idle period is seen, otherwise it keeps the system idle for c time 

units before shutting down the system. 

8.2.1 Discussion 

Figure 8 .1 and Figure 8. 2 show the performance of the four power manage

ment algorithms in terms of power efficiency and latency. The latency of t~e system 

as a result of power management does not increase any more than 4 milliseconds 

which is the analytical upper bound on the increase in system latency. We note 

that IMMEDIATE outperforms the other algorithms in terms of power dissipation. 
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Figure 8.1: Power dissipation in watts of the laptop 7s disk drive when the Auspex 
server traces are applied to it. Each column shows the power dissipated when that 
particular power management algorithm is used for the disk drive. Immediate 's 
power dissipation for trace 5 is more than ADAPT 7 whereas it is lower on traces 
7 and 9. On traces 5. 7 and 97 Hwang Wu coincides with Immediate. We present 
these s.ince the differences between the power dissipation is quite small and maynot 
be clear on the graph. 

However, its effect on latency is worse than OPTIMAL and ADAPT. Algorithm 

OPTIMAL is the optimal performance one can expect from any algorithm since 

OPTIMAL has complete knowledge of the future and hence makes optimal deci-· 

sions. 

There are two primary reasons for the success of IMMEDIATE over the other 

adaptive algorithms. The first is that the patterns in the request arrival sequence 

which the adaptive algorithms were exploiting are no longer present when service 

time and power-up time are incorporated into the model. Figure 8.4 shows the 

the sequences that ADAPT tries to exploit to reduce power and the behavior of 
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Figure 8.2: Increase in latency (in seconds) of the laptop)s disk drive when the 
A uspex server traces are applied to it. Each column shows the increase in latency 
when that particular power management algorithm is used for the disk drive. 

IMMEDIATE on these sequences. Secondly, Figure 8.3 shows the number of shut-

downs for each of the four algorithms. Although ADAPT is making fewer mistakes 

than IMMEDIATE in predicting whether the upcoming idle period is greater than or 

smaller than c, the mistakes made by ADAPT are on average more costly than the 

mistakes made by IMMEDIATE. We discuss these two issues in more detail below.-

In bursty arrival patterns, there are a sequence of very short inter-arrival 

times followed by a sequence of longer inter-arrival times. However, we found that 

when the service times and power-up times are incorporated into the model, many 

of the shorter inter-arrival times do not translate into idle times because during 

bursts, requests get queued up in the system and executed one right after the other. 
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Figure 8.3: Number of shutdowns of the laptop's disk drive when the Auspex server 
traces are applied to it. Each column shows the number of shutdowns when that 
particular power management algorithm is used for the disk drive. 

The queue finally empties out when the burst is over and there is a longer inter-

arrival time. This tends to result in less correlation between the previous service 

time (or previous idle time) and the next idle time. 

In order to test this hypothesis, we ran ADAPT and IMMEDIATE on the same 

data, except that we artificially set service time and power-up time to be zero. 

The results are shown in Table 8.3. Although ADAPT does not beat IMMEDIATE 

on all trace files, it uses less power on five out of the twelve traces (instead of only 

one out of the twelve traces when timing considerations are incorporated). The 

reason that ADAPT is not doing better is explained below. 

Table 8.1 shows the number of 'mistakes' made by ADAPT on all the traces. 

That is, it shows the number of times ADAPT predicted that the next idle period 
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~ Actual inter-arrival time Actual inter-arrival time s 
is short i.e. t < c is long i.e. t > c 

Immediate dissipates Immediate dissipates 
Guess that the O power before shutdown O power before shutdown 
inter-arrival and Pr power for revival and Pr power for revival 
time is short 

Adapt dissipates Adapt dissipates 
i.e. t < c Pi till next request and (c Pi) before shutdown 

is not shutdown and Pr power for revival 

Immediate dissipates Immediate dissipates 
O power before shutdown 0 power before shutdown 

Guess that the and Pr power for revival and Pr power for revival 
inter-arrival 
time is long Adapt dissipates Adapt dissipates 

i.e. t > c O power before shutdown 0 power before shutdown 
and Pr power for revival and Pr power for revival 

Figure 8.4: ADAPT makes guesses about the next inter-arrival times. Its guess is 
either correct or wrong. In this figure) we show the power dissipated by ADAPT 
when it guesses correctly as well as when it guesses incorrectly. We also compare 
the power dissipated by IMMEDIATE on the decisions made by ADAPT. In this 
figure) ADAPT tries to exploit the sequences where it guesses that the inter-arrival 
times are short. On the other hand) it dissipates a large amount of power when this 
guess is incorrect. As we show) when we begin modelling service times) in some se
quences short inter-arrival times are replaced with longer inter-arrival times. This 
causes ADAPT to perform poorly as compared with IMMEDIATE on some sequences. 

would last less than time c when it actually lasted longer. In addition, it shows 

the number of times ADAPT predicted the next idle period would last· longer than 

time c, but it actually lasted less time. Similar results for IMMEDIATE are shown 

in Table 8.2. Algorithm IMMEDIATE has only one-sided error: by shutting down 

immediately, it is always in effect predicting that the idle period will be longer 

than c. The average wasted energy for each mistake is also given. This is the extra 

amount of energy expended because the algorithm predicted incorrectly. Note that 

the most costly kind of mistake is when the algorithm predicts that the idle period 
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will be short when it is in fact long. Since only ADAPT makes this kind of error, 

it is paying a much higher price for each mistake even though it is making fewer 

mistakes. 

Suppose an algorithm stays powered up (thinking the idle period will be 

short) and then powers down when the idle period has lasted c time units. Its cost 

is 

If the algorithm had powered down, it would have expended only Er units 

of energy. Thus, the wasted energy is Er· On the other hand, if it powers down 

immediately and the length of the idle period is t < c, then the algorithm ~pends 

Er = c · Pi but could have only spent t · Pi. The extra energy expended is ( c - t )Pi 

which is typically only a fraction of Er· This explains why the first kind of error 

is more costly than the second kind of error. 

In Chapter 7, we give a detailed theoretical analysis of this phenomenon under 

the assumption that the length of each idle period is generated independently 

by identical distributions. We have also discussed the details relevant to power 

management in an earlier section. Let T be the random variable which denotes the 

length of the idle time. Let P[T = t] be the probability that T = t. For simplicity, 

we will assume that time is discretized. Then, if the algorithm's threshold is T, its 

expected amount of energy dissipated is 

r oo 

L P[T = t] · t · ~ + L P[T = t]( T · ~ + Er) (8.1) 
i=l t=r+I 

If the distribution is known, then the optimal online algorithm will use the 

equation above and choose T to minimize the expected cost. 
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In order to understand why IMMEDIATE performed as well as it did, we 

determined the distribution based on the statistics for the idle periods of each 

sequence and then determined the optimal T for each sequence. The results are 

given in Table 8.4. Each threshold is expressed as a fraction of the time interval 

c. What is noticeable here is that in all but a very few cases (where immediate 

does not perform well), the optimal threshold is very small which indicates that 

IMMEDIATE is using close to the optimal threshold. Thus, if we ar.e restricting our 

attention to algorithms which use a fixed threshold, then for the data used in our 

study, a threshold of zero is closer to the optimal. 

It is not always the case that IMMEDIATE outperforms ADAPT since that 

will depends on the parameter c relative to the input sequence. However, we have 

demonstrated that timing considerations can be important and should be incor

porated into any model used to assess power management schemes. We have also 

demonstrated the effect of system parameters on the power management schemes. 

In general, a successful power management scheme will depend on typical arrival 

patterns, service times as well as system parameters. 

8.3 Effect of Power Management on Latency 

In this section, we present a proof that bounds the maximum wait time for 

any request that enters the system. This gives us an upper bound on the latency of 

the system in the presence of a power management scheme for the system. Such an 

upper bound allows the system designer to account for latencies in the system that 

arise due to power management strategies for specific timing critical subsystems. 
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8.3.1 Bound the Maximum Wait Time 

Let a be any sequence of arrivals of n requests into the system ordered 

according to arrival time. Since the service of these requests is on a first-come-

first-served basis, we number the requests from 1 ton. Let aj be the arrival time 

of request j. Let di denote the service time for request j. If the system is kept 

powered up the entire time, then the latency of each request is minimized. Suppose 

the following algorithm is adopted. Consider the arrival of request j at time aj. 

If the system is idle at time aj, then request j is begun immediately and incurs 

no latency. Alternatively, suppose that the system is busy when request j arrives 

and suppose that the last idle time ended with the arrival of request k. Then the 

system will be free to begin request j at time ak + ~f :;f dz. The system starts 

request k at time ak and must complete requests k through j - 1 before starting 

request j. This means that the latency of request j de~oted by W(a,j) is 

(8.2) 

Note that for any i /:- k such that i ::::; j, 

(8.3). 

Thus, the wait time of request j is 

(8.4) 

We call this the inherent wait time of request j since it is the smallest' possible 

wait time achievable for job j by any power management scheme. The maximum 

inherent wait time incurred by any request in a will be called the inherent wait 

time of sequence a and will be denoted by W(a). 
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Part of the problem definition states that any algorithm must keep the ma-

chine on as long as there are requests to service. Therefore, we consider only the 

algorithms that consider powering down the system only during an idle period. 

Lemma 8.1 The wait time of any power management algorithm on any sequence 

O" is at most W (CJ) + Tr. Tr is called the revival time for the system. 

Proof of Lemma 8.1: Fix an arbitrary algorithm A. Co!J.sider request j 

in CJ. Suppose that when j arrives, the previous idle period ended with the arrival 

of request k. If the algorithm A did not power down during this period, then the 

amount of time that request j waits is just 

(8.5) 

If the algorithm A did power down during this time period, then the amount 

of time that request j waits is 

(8.6) 

Since this is true for every request j, it follows that no requests waits longer 

Next we prove that under a worst case analysis, an algorithm can always be 

forced to have a request which must wait an additional time Tr as shown in the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 8.2 Let A be any deterministic power management algorithm whose en-

ergy dissipation is some finite though variable value. Given a sequence CJ with an 
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inherent wait time W when A is used on <J, there is a sequence <J1 whose inherent 

wait time is W for which A has a request which is delayed by W + Tr. 

Proof of Lemma 8.2: Pick an arbitrary algorithm A. Suppose that after 

a period of time T, the algorithm will shut down the system if no requests have 

arrived. ( T cannot be infinite since the energy dissipation is finite). Pick any 

sequence <J such that W(<J) = W. Let j be a request such that W(<J,j) = W. 

Suppose that under the algorithm which nevers turns the system off the idle period 

previous to j's arrival ends with the arrival of request k. Make a new sequence <J1 

of j - k + 1 requests. The arrival time of request i in the new sequence is denoted 

by a~ and will be T + ai+k-I - ak from the old sequence. The duration of request i 

in the new sequence is denote by d~ and is di+k-I from the old sequence. Since the 

algorithm A, powers down after time T, the delay of request j - k + 1 in <J1 will be 

( 

j-k+l ) 
Tr + L dj - aj_k+~ 

l=l 

j 

Tr + ak + L dz - aj 
l=k 

Tr+ W(<J,j) =Tr+ W(<J) 

.(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

Thus we have constructed a new sequence <J1
,. from an existing sequence <J, 

such that <J1 has an inherent wait time of W and at least one request in <J1 will be 

delayed by W + Tr. • 

Theorem 8.1 In the presence of a power management algorithm A, that shuts 

down a system when it is idle and revives it when needed for service, no request 

in any arrival sequence <J will be delayed by more than W + Tr time units. Tr is 

the time it takes to revive the system from a shut off state to a state where it can 

service the request and W is the inherent wait time of <J on A. 
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Proof of Theorem 8.1: Lemma 8.1 and Lemma 8.2 prove this theorem. 

8.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented an upper bound on the increase in latency 

of the system in the presence of a power management algorithm. This upper bound 

allows system designer to get a handle on the worst case increase in latency they 

may encounter when determining a power management system for timing critical 

subsystems. Since this latency is a function of the revival time, the system design

ers can make design decisions that can shorten the revival time for subsystems for 

which aggressive power management may be required. 

We have also presented a performance comparison between two algorithms, 

ADAPT and IMMEDIATE on a set of trace data [ aus93] applied to the disk of a 

hard drive [ibm96]. Our experimental results show that if service times of arriving 

requests are modeled, the relative performance of algorithms can change. We show 

that the simple algorithm that shuts down the system whenever it encounters an 

idle period surprisingly performs better than adaptive algorithms suggested in 

the literature on the data used here. We provide an analytical explanation for 

this empirical result. However, IMMEDIATE's better performance comes at the 

cost of increased system latency. This Chapter demonstrates the power-latency 

tradeoff and provides insight into the effects of modeling service time on the power 

dissipation algorithm. 
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Note that it is not always the case that timing considerations will have such an 

important impact on the performance of power management strategies. This will 

depend on the distribution of inter-arrival times of requests as well as service times. 

In addition, it will not always be the case that IMMEDIATE will outperform ADAPT 

since that will depend on the parameter c relative to the input sequence. However, 

we .have demonstrated that timing considerations can be important and should · 

be incorporated into any model used to assess power manageme~t schemes. We 

have also demonstrated the effect of system parameters on the power management 

schemes. In general, a successful power management scheme will depend on typical 

arrival patterns, service times as well as system parameters. 

This chapter leaves many open questions as well, for instance, the conditions 

where adaptive strategies are likely to be beneficial. We plan to explore shutdown 

strategies in other embedded applications, including real-time operating systems 

(at the task level), web servers, networked embedded systems, etc. 
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Error Statistics for ADAPT 

Predicted Predicted 

idle period < c idle period > c 

Traces Wrong Energy Wrong Energy Total Avg micro joules 

Wasted Wasted Wrong wasted per 

in Joules in Joules Decisions wrong decision 

t6.H1062 4793 90.10 4793 30.96 9586 12630.06 

t6.H1074 11460 215.44 11460 81.27 22920 12945.87 

t6.H2012 4920 92.49 4920 34.17 9840 12872 .. 95 

t6.H2014 1315 24.72 1315 11.93 2630 13938.85 

t6.H2149 1755 32.99 1755 14.38 3510 13498.89 

t6.H3069 13494 253.68 13494 98.29 26988 13042.22 

t6.H3073 966 18.16 966 6.68 1932 12860.41 

t6.H3113 8433 158.54 8434 50.01 16867 12364.60 

t6.H4060 1675 31.49 1676 16.69 3351 14379.95 

t6.H4119 3008 56.55 3008 25.33 6016 13611.62 

t6.H4127 3533 66.42 3534 20.17 7067 12253.19 

t6.H4181 1647 30.96 1647 13.69 3294 13558.34 

Table 8.1: Statistics that show the number of times ADAPT predicted the next idle 
interval to be greater than c and less than c. The table shows the number. of times 
it was wrong in both cases and the power dissipated due to this wrong decision. 
The last column displays the average power dissipated due to a mistake performed 
by ADAPT. 

J 
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Error Statistics for IMMEDIATE 

Traces Wrong Energy Wasted 

decisions in microjoules 

per wrong decision 

t6.H1062 12289 7067.65 

t6.H1074 22311 6479.40 

t6.H2012 18205 7070.09 

t6.H2014 2762 9347.30 

t6.H2149 4065 8161.47 

t6.H3069 29888 7450.14 

t6.H3073 1803 7400.2.9 

t6.H3113 17762 5897.85 

t6.H4060 3731 9861.81 

t6.H4119 5992 7719.42 

t6.H4127 6921 5522.84 

t6.H4181 3686 7686.84 

Table 8.2: Statistics that show the number of times 

IMMEDIATE predicted the next idle interval to be greater than c. The table shows 

the number of times it was correct and wrong. The table also shows the power 

dissipated due to the wrong decision. 
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Power Dissipation with Zero Service Time and Latency 

ADAPT IMMEDIATE 

Trace Power dissipated Shutdowns Power dissipated Shutdowns 

t6.Hl062 10.72 23145 10.96 33656 

t6.H1074 24.16 51736 21.97 67470 

t6.H2012 10.00 18640 10.82 33236 

t6.H2014 02.10 4145 02.36 7246 

t6.H2149 03.05 5947 03.39 10395 

t6.H3069 23.17 45402 22.69 69710 

t6.H3073 01.70 3671 01.58 4868 

t6.H3113 15.13 32547 13.80 42391 

t6.H4060 02.96 5998 02.93 9003 

t6.H4119 05.51 12028 05.14 15797 

t6.H4127 06.04 12855 05.56 17090 

t6.H4181 03.59 7174 04.33 13306 

Table 8.3: Statistics that show the power dissipated by 

ADAPT and IMMEDIATE when service time and latency are not modeled. This im

plies that they are considered to be zero. Notice that ADAPT performs better 

than IMMEDIATE only in 5 of the traces. These cases are highlighted. 
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Best Shutdown Threshold 

Trace Best Threshold Best Threshold Power Dissipated 

in clock ticks as a fraction of by using threshold 

c for shutdown (milliwatts) 

t6.H1062 15 0.006782 18.881 

t6.H1074 18 0.008138 18.899 

t6.H2012 1956 0.884362 18.085 

t6.H2014 787 0.355824 15.470 

t6.H2149 787 0.355824 16.834 

t6.H3069 391 0.176782 18.541 

t6.H3073 58 0.026223 19.231 

t6.H3113 10 0.004521 18.870 

t6.H4060 397 0.179495 17.029 

t6.H4119 28 0.012660 19.016 

t6.H4127 25 0.011303 18.774 

t6.H4181 391 0.176782 15.907 

Table 8.4: The best shutdown threshold computed from all possible thresholds avail
able for a particular trace. The third column shows this threshold as a fraction of 
c. The last column presents the power dissipated if this threshold were used instead 
of c as the shutdown threshold. 



Chapter 9 

Sulllinary and Future Work 

In this dissertation, we extended the task graph model for timing analysis as 

well as proposed system level power management policies for embedded systems. 

We have presented properties of embedded systems that we intended to model. 

We also presented an overview of the generalized task graph model [Das99J and 

elaborated on the mapping of embedded system properties in this model. We 

presentated a power model based on the task graph model which ties the timing 

model for the generalized task graph with power. This allowed us to identify tasks 

which will required power management schemes, i.e., are power critical. 

We extended the GTG model in [Das99] to incorporate communications be

tween tasks. This was done using channel nodes and the rate analysis. equations 

for these special nodes. This allowed us to generate tighter bounds on the time 

budgets for the functionality of the nodes. 

We presented a limitation of the GTG model and the set of rate analysis 

algorithms RADHA-RATAN which causes these algorithms to produce pessimistic 

time budgets for certain types of tasks. We proposed the use of simulation to aug

ment the analytic results of RADHA-RATAN to enable tighter bounds on the rates 
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of tasks. We extracted a simulation model from the task graph called the process 

timing simulation model. This model separated protocol from functionality. 

On the power analysis part, once a power critical task has been identified, we 

generated power management schemes for these nodes. Recall that most system 

level power management schemes have been based on stochastic models that as

sume specific input distributions. We presented power management schemes based 

on competitive analysis that either do not assume an input distribution or dynam

ically changed with the distribution. We used the analysis techniques of Karlin 

et al. [RMLS94] and presented lower bounds on both adaptive and non-adaptive 

shutdown algorithms for power management. 

Further, we extended our model of the power management scheme by incor

porating input service times into our model. We show that for some input traces, 

modeling service times can cause non-adaptive algorithms to perform better than 

adaptive algorithms. We presented analytical as well as experimental results to 

explain this observation using a disk drive of a portable computer as an example. 

9.1 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in many directions. On 

the timing analysis front: 

• These results can be further fine tuned by applying the analysis and simula

tion to application specific areas like networking and digital signal processing. 

These application areas create very specific task graph and the properties of 
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these specific task graph can be exploited to generate better timing analysis 

results at higher levels of abstraction. 

• The process timing model can be further enhanced to include various asser

tion checks as we move the design through different abstraction levels. 

On the power analysis front: 

• The multi-level shutdown problem provides a tradeoff between latency and 

power dissipation. The multiple levels provide for better latency in the pres

ence of shutdown policies however tradeoff the amount of power that can be 

saved. This thesis has not proposed any algorithms that tradeoffs the power 

as well as the latency and provides designers the parameters that govern this 

tradeoff. 

• The shutdown policy is essentially a gating policy. It would be interesting to 

apply these policies on cluster of gates (of a circuit) and compute the power 

savings achievable. The problem of gating at the register-transfer level is an 

interesting one since, we can more accurately estimate how many registers 

will have to be saved in order to restore state after the "cluster" has been 

shutoff. 

• Another question of interest is the size of the cluster that would make a 

shutdown policy effective and useful in terms of power savings. 

It is our belief that the results of this thesis can be expanded further to 

provide a complete methodology along with the tools that enable effective esti

matation of power and timing at high levels of abstractions. We also believe that 

this methodology is the future of embedded system design. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix contains Cynlib code generate for the various classification of 
nodes in a task graph. 

AND/skipped (AND/s) This is when the task waits for all its predecessors before 
starting its execution and does not use all the tokens. Here is the Cynlib 
module for this type of task. 

class AND_s : class CynModule { 

II local variables 
Uint<m> queue_pred_1[k]; 
Uint<n> queue_pred_2[1]; 
int pred_1_cnt; 
int pred_2_cnt; 

II constructor 
AND_s(''char *name'', In<1> elk, 

In<m> tk_pred_1, In<n> tk_pred_2, 
Out<p> tk_succ_1, Out<q> tk_succ_2) 

: :CynModule(name) { 

II Initialize counters 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt = O; 
II Bind the ports 

II Sensitivity 
execute_on(&and_s_behv, ''+'', elk); 

}; 

II functionality of ANDls behav 
void and_s_behv() { 

if (Changed(tk_pred_1)) { 
queue_pred_1[pred_1_cnt++] = tk_pred_1; 

} 
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} 

} 

}; 

if (Changed(tk_pred_2)) { 
queue_pred_2[pred_2_cnt++] = tk_pred_2; 

} 

if (pred_1_cnt == m && pred_2_cnt == 1) { 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt = O; 
II assumption that task_function uses 
II only some tokens from the token queues 
task_function(queue_pred_1, queue_pred_2); 
output_ tokens() ; 
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OR/unskipped (OR/u) This is when the task is enabled by one of its predecessors. 
However, it does not begin its next execution cycle until all the tokens have 
been recieved from all its predecessors for the previous cycle. Here is the 
Cynlib module for this type of task. 

class OR_u : class CynModule { 

II local variables 
Uint<m> queue_pred_1[k]; 
Uint<n> queue_pred_2[1]; 
int pred_1_cnt; 
int pred_2_cnt; 
int enable_cnt; 
char state; 

II constructor 
OR_u(''char *name'', In<1> elk, 

In<m> tk_pred_1, In<n> tk_pred_2, 
Out<p> tk_succ_1, Out<q> tk_succ_2) 

: :CynModule(name) { 

II Initialize counters 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt 
state = 'disabled'; 
enable_cnt = O; 
II Bind the ports 

o· ' 

II Sensitivity 
execute_on(&or_u_behv, ''+'', elk); 

}; 



}; 

II functionality of ORlu behav 
void or_u_behv() { 

} 

if (Changed(tk_pred_1) { 
queue_pred_1[pred_1_cnt++] = tk_pred_1; 

} 

if (Changed(tk_pred_2) { 
queue_pred_2[pred_2_cnt++] = tk_pred_2; 

} 

if (state != 'enabled') { 
if (pred_i_cnt == m) { 

state= 'enabled'; 
enable_cnt++; 
task_function(queue_pred_1); 
output_ tokens(); 

} else if (pred_2_cnt == 1) { 
state= 'enabled'; 
enable_cnt++; 
task_function(queue_pred_1); 
output_ tokens() ; 

} 

} else { 
enable_cnt++; 

} 

II 2 =number of predecessors 
if (enable_cnt == 2) { 

} 

state = 'disabled'; 
enable_cnt = O; 
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OR/skipped (OR/s) This is when the task is enabled by one of its predecessors and 
does not care about the tokens received from the other predecessors. Here is 
the Cynlib module for this type of task. 

class OR_s : class CynModule { 

II local variables 
Uint<m> queue_pred_i[k]; 
Uint<n> queue_pred_2[1]; 
int pred_1_cnt; 
int pred_2_cnt; 



II constructor 

}; 

OR_s(''char *name'', In<1> elk, 
In<m> tk_pred_1, In<n> tk_pred_2, 
Out<p> tk_succ_1, Out<q> tk_succ_2) 

: :CynModule(name) { 

II Initialize counters 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt 
state= 'disabled'; 
enable_cnt = O; 
II Bind the ports 

O· 
' 

II Sensitivity 
execute_on(&or_s_behv, ''+'', elk); 

}; 

II functionality of ORls behav 
void or_s_behv() { 

} 

if (Changed(tk_pred_1) { 
queue_pred_1[pred_1_cnt++] = tk_pred_1; 

} 

if (Changed(tk_pred_2) { 
queue_pred_2[pred_2_cnt++] = tk_pred_2; 

} 

if (pred_1_cnt == m) { 
task_function(queue_pred_1); 
output_ tokens() ; 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt = O; 

} else if (pred_2_cnt == 1) { 
task_function(queue_pred_1); 
output_ tokens() ; 
pred_1_cnt = pred_2_cnt = O; 

} 
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